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U.S. resident
released by
kidnappers

BG News/Paul Vernon

Finders Facelift
Doug Amos, of Amos Tree Trimming, paints the trim on the outside of
Finders record store. The store hired Amos to paint the store and he

has been working on it for about three or four days. Amos, who normally trims trees, is painting because his chipper is broken.

A University s'tudent named
"Miss Black Ohio" in a pageant
held during the weekend at Sea
Gate Center in Toledo already
has another goal i n mind.
According to r
Tara Warren,
the new "Miss
Black Ohio,"
she is aiming
toward the
Miss America
pageant.
"I'd like to
make it to
'Miss Ohio,' Warren
then on to the
'Miss America' eventually," she

vm

tomorrow to Damascus, and at
that point we will consult with
him whether he wants to take
advantage of the facilities at
Wiesbaden," she said.
The United States maintain;; a
hospital at the military base in
West Germany.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said there would
be no comment from the White
House until Singh had been
turned over to American authorities by Syria on Tuesday.
The release had been expected
at 2 p.m. EDT, and then at 3
p.m. After two more hours of
anxious waiting, Mrs. Oakley
made the announcement in the
State Department newsroom at
5 p.m.
Singh was released at 10:05
p.m. local time, 3:05 p.m. EDT,
across the street from the Beirut
headquarters of the U.N. Relief
and works Agency, which aids
Palestinian refugees, said a
police spokesman in Beirut who
spoke on condition of anonymD See Hostage, page 4.

City resident rule reviewed

University student wins
title of Miss Black Ohio
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
State Department, confirming
the release Monday of an Indian
hostage by kidnappers in Lebanon, said, "We are anxious to
talk to him and learn if he has
any information to share with
us about the nine Americans
held in Lebanon.
Spokeswoman Phyllis Oakley
said Mithileshwar Singh, who is
a permanent resident of the
United States, was in Syrian
hands in Beirut and would be
taken to Damascus early Tuesday morning.
"We join with Mr. Singh's relatives in rejoicing in his release
and call for the urgent, unconditional release of all hostages in
Lebanon," Mrs. Oakley said.
The spokeswoman said she did
not how he was freed or his condition.
Mrs. Oakley said Syria notified the U.S. embassy in Beirut
and Secretary of State George
P. Shultz, who is at the United
Nations in New York, of Singh's
release.
"He'll be transported

by Rebecca Thomas
assistant city editor

said. "I will be entering more — led her to overall victory in the
such as the 'Miss Canton' and pageant.
The Toledo pageant was not
'Miss Youngstown.'"
Warren, a senior radio- her first attempt at scholarship
pageants.
television-film major from
She said she has been modelToledo, competed against 18
other area women with the hope ing and entering contests since
she
was 5 years old and earned
of moving on to the national
pageant to be held in Washing- two titles in 1977, "Miss Whiteglove" and "MissSweetheart."
ton, D.C., on Nov. 19.
"I've stopped counting how
Warren said she learned about
the pageant in an article pub- many pageants I've been in,"
lished in the Toledo Business she said.
In winning the "Miss Black
Journal. After an extensive interview process, she was select- Ohio" title, Warren won a $2,000
scholarship award, the wared for the pageant, held Oct. 1.
The recipient of the talent drobe she used during the pagaward, she sang "I Am Chang- eant and a number of other gifts
ing," from the Broadway musi- and prizes.
"I enjoy doing it (pageants),
cal, "Dreamgirls." She said her
performance earned her the title but it's a lot of hard work,"she
of "Miss Entertainment" and said.

Since 1978, permanent employees of Bowling
Green have been required to live within a specified
distance of the city limits to be certified employees
of the city, according to John Fawcett, personnel
director.
Recently, Mayor Edwin Miller and other administration members have requested a review of this
rule by the Civil Service Commission.
According to the current policy, employees must
live within eight statute miles from the intersection of Main and Wooster streets, though a recent
change in attitude has dictated some lenience in
this area, Fawcett said.
"Though the existing rules still apply, they are
now authorizing temporary waivers for those
submitting such requests (to live outside the limits)," Fawcett said. "The people must understand
that the waivers may not be renewed in the event
that they decide to refine the rule to include existing boundaries, or a different rule with different

statute limits."
Fawcett said one of the main reasons for the rule
is so those employees involved in public safety,
such as firemen and policemen, are able to re^
spond in a timely manner in an emergency.
Arguments favoring revision of the rule state
that some employees do not need to be called back
he said.
"People are saying that distance should not be a
factor — that some employees will not be called
back in any kind of emergency," Fawcett said.
"Since many employees probably do not shop in
BG, they say they should be able to live anywhere
they wish."
Another philosophy behind the current residency
rule is that "employees that are residents or near
residents of BG will be better able to serve their
constituency," he said.
Input from personnel requested by Miller suggested two alternatives, according to Fawcett.
"They either suggested more restrictions —
meaning all employees would have to live within
the boundaries of BG or they suggested that any
D See Residency, page 4.

Shuttle touches down Rape suspect arrested
safely in Golden State Woodville man charged in Sunday morning incident
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — Discovery's five astronauts streaked out
of orbit to a triumphant, flagwaving desert land ling Monday
after a remarkably ;smooth postChallenger flight that "resumed
the journey" of Americans into
space.
"Roger Discovery, welcome
back. A great ending to the new
beginning," Mission Control's
Blaine Hammond told the crew
after Commander Frederick H.
Hauck guided the 97-ton shuttle
to a pinpoint touchdown on the
centerline of a hard-packed sand

runway.
Touchdown came exactly at
9:37 a.m. PDT, ending a 1.68
million-mile voyage that lasted
four days, one hour and 57 seconds.
Two loud sonic booms crackled over the California desert as
Discovery descended through
blue skies to the cheers of more
than 300,000 spectators, many of
them waving American flags.
The music of the Star-Spangled
Banner played over loudspeakers.
Hauck waved a giant American flag himself as he and his

According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly cloudy
with the high betwuen
50 and 55 degrees
and there Is a 40 percent chance of rain.
Tonight will be cloudy
and cold with a
chance of scattered
showers and the low
In the mld-30s. Wednesday's weather outlook calls for partly cloudy skies with the low In the mldto upper *?s^^^^^^^^^^^

crew left the shuttle 55 minutes
later, walking down a ramp decorated with six smaller flags.
They were greeted by Vice
President George Bush and
senior NASA officials and, after
posing for photographs, they
gave Bush a tour of the shuttle,
which looked virtually unscathed from its fiery re-entry.
The textbook landing capped a
comeback mission that marked
America's return to manned
space flight after an absence of
32 months. The flight had begun
lastThursday when the $1.5 billion shuttle soared from its
launchpad.

Bush widens margin
over Dukakis in poll
NEW YORK (AP) — Republican George Bush
leads Democrat Michael Dukakis 48 percent to 41
percent in the race for the presidency, according
to a Time magazine opinion poll released Sunday.
Bush increased his lead by one percentage point
since August in the latest survey.
The vice president is leading partly because
most of those surveyed are pleased with the state
of the country, according to Time. Seventy-three
percent of those surveyed said things are going

A 20-year old Woodville man
was arrested Sunday night and
charged with the rape of an
18-year old University student.

held in the Wood County Jail.
He allegedly raped the student after picking her up in his
Eickup truck on a Bowling
reen city street around midnight Saturday, according to a
spokesman from the sheriffs
department.

Juan M. Saavedra, of 3660
County Rd., Woodville, was
charged with the rape and a
preliminary hearing date was
set for 11:30 a.m. on Oct. 7 In
Bowling Green Municipal
Court.
Saavedra is currently being

The spokesman said the student allegedly accepted a ride
back to the campus.
Alan R. Mayberry, assistant
prosecuting attorney for Wood
County, said Saavedra drove
to a rural area outside Weston
Township and allegedly raped

by Tim Bush
staff reporter

"fairly well or very well," the highest proportion
since October 1984.
However, a majority of those polled believe that
blacks, the young, the elderly, low-income families
and the middle class are worse off under Ronald
Reagan.

the student, dumping her in a
nearby driveway.
The student reported the incident to University police,
who then contacted the sheriffs department.
Saavedra was arrested by
the Wood County Sheriffs department late Sunday night.
The sheriff's department said
the arrest was made possible
by cooperation with the Bowling Green City Police Department and the University
police.

With regard to the recent debate between the
candidates, voters found Dukakis "more believa-

ble" by 40 percent to 39 percent, and also gave Dukakis credit for having a better command of the
facts, by 44 percent to 35 percent.
But Bush was judged as being "more presiAnd 51 percent of those polled said Bush is "aby 44 percent to 34 percent of those polled,
voiding the real issues of the campaign." Only 41 dential"
and "more likeable" by 44 percent to 38 percent.
percent said the same of Dukakis.
The poll, conducted by Yankelovich Clancy
Forty-seven percent of the respondents believe
the choice of Dan Quayle as a running mate re- Shulman, surveyed 1,101 likely voters by telephone
flects unfavorably on Bush's ability to make im- Sept. 27-28. The sampling error was estimated at
plus or minus 3 percent.
portantj>residentialdecisions.
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lie BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
Letters t» the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spac sd. and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varification, must
be included.
Columns i:nay be longer,
although a length of 600-700
wards is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and doubltvapaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rani:, major and
hometown.
The Neva reserves the
right to reji jet any material that is offensive, malicious or lil«lous. All submiwions are subject to
condensation.
Please aiWress all submissions to:

-An independent Student Voice-

EDITORIAL BOARD
Beth Thomas
Editor

Julie Wallace
News Editor

Greg Connel
Managing Editor

Linda Hoy
City Editor

Jared O. Wadley
Editorial Editor

Deborah Gottschalk
Asst. Managing Editor

Rape a threat to all
women on campus
A University student reported to local authorities that she was raped this weekend.
While that is enough to bring fear to anyone who
has ever been a victim of the crime or at least the
friend of a victim, we hope it does more than that.
We hope it hits home the harsh reality that although Bowling Green appears to be a serene, safe
community, there are criminals who create the
need to exercise caution.
Certainly no one deserves to be raped, but a
number of attacks could have been avoided if the
victim had been more cautious.
No female should ever walk alone after dark.
This may sound like a sexist statement, but it is the
truth. Women should have the right to walk alone
whenever they choose, to not be fearful for their
safety, but that is not reality and the News would
rather be accused of being sexist than of not telling
students the truth.
When students need to walk at night, they should
find a friend to go with them or callthe Escort Service.
Other ways to minimize the chances of being
raped: never walk in dark areas, report any attacks immediately to the city or campus police and
never get into cars with strangers.
These seem like obvious admonitions. But this
weekend's rape proves that these warnings deserve
more than just a passing nod.

Give Seoul the gold
When sports history buffs look back on the 1988
Summer Olympics in Seoul, South Korea, they
will note the legacy of Ben Johnson emerged there.
Hailed as the "world's fastest human, he was
stripped of his gold medal and world record for
anabolic steroid use.
For years to come, the spector of Johnson blowing away the competition in the 100-meter dash will
flash across world television screens and an aging
Bryant Gumbel will say, "It was at Seoul in 1988
that Ben Johnson used illegal drugs to catapult him
to a gold medal and a world record.''
But hopefully, in the same breath, Gumbel will
say, "Since Johnson was caught, drug use in Olympic contests has declined rapidly."
However, just for a moment, we need to look
beyond Ben Johnson and the other nine athletes
ousted for drug use and past all the boxing controversies and look at an Olympic Games that was
immensely successful.
These Games overcame the fear of terrorism and
civil unrest and brought together nearly 10,000 athletes from 160 countries in Seoul, which provided
perhaps the finest setting and accomodations ever.
Seoul deserves a gold medal for an Olympic effort
as host city.
American athletes finished third with 36 gold medals and 94 total medals in the biggest and costliest
Olympics ever.
Many athletes won't receive their proper recognition in history because these Games will be remembered for being tainted by drug use.
That is the only real tragedy of an otherwise
spectacular Olympic Games.

BG NEWS STAFF

Editorial Editor
The MSN***
Z» West Hi ill

MIKE ROYKO

Raising a red flag over the pledge?
As a newborn Republican, I
recently attended my first meeting at the local chapter of the
Bush-Quayle, Hot Dogs, Apple
Pie, Motherhood and God Society.
The meeting began with our
chairman, my conservative
friend Grump, asking everyone
to rise and recite the Pledge of
Allegiance.
I remained seated with my
arms folded across my chest.
"Didn't you hear me?"
Grump asked.
Loud and clear.
"Then why aren't you standing so we can begin?"
Because I am not, never have
been, and never will be a socialist.
"What are you talking
about?" Grump said. "We are
loyal Republicans, not socialists."
Then why do you want to recite words written by an avowed
socialist, a man who urged the
downfall of capitalism?
"You're insane!" Grump
shouted.
No, I have done some
research. So let me ask you this:
Who wrote the Pledge of Allegiance?
His brow furrowing, Grump
said: "George Washington?"
Wrong.
"Jefferson?"
Wrong again.
"Uh,Lincoln?"

BG football team
needs our support
not more criticisms
This letter is in correspondence with Andy Woodard's article on Sept. 27 about Bowling
Green's football team. To begin,
I was so shocked (maybe appalled is the better word) that
someone who writes for The BG
News (BG does stand for Bowling Green) could be so degrading toward his own school's

BLOOM COUNTY

Not even close. It was written
in 1892 by a young man named
Francis Bellamy who was a devout socialist and considered
capitalism an evil system.
"I don't believe it," Grump
said. "You are trying to spread
liberal, pinko propaganda.''
Wait, there is more. He was a
member of an organization that
wanted the federal government
to nationalize our entire economy. How do you like that,
McDonald's being run by bureaucrats?
"Lies!" Grump shouted, his
eyes bulging.
And there's even more. This
Bellamy was a preacher. And do
you want to know what he used
to preach? "I'd rather not."
Ignorance is not bliss, so I'll
enlighten you. One of his sermons was called "Jesus the
Socialist."
"Careful," Grump said, "or
you'll be struck by lighteiung."
But it's true. He considered
Jesus a socialist. And when you
think about it. Jesus wasn't all
that fond of the fat cats of his
day.
"I refuse to believe that our
sacred Pledge of Allegiance
could have such unsavory
roots."
Well, that's history for you.
Full of surprises. And do you

team. I am only a fan of our
football team and I was hurt by
this article. I say "only a fan"
because I can't even imagine
how the players feel.
A factual article would have
been just fine and our sports editor did make some valid points.
However, the way in which he
accomplished this really stinks!
BG is 0-2 in the MAC..we know.
What's the deal with the comments about an unsalvagable
season — we don't know that.
"BG might not win a game at
all." You know, did you ever

know how the socialist happened
to write it?
"He must have reformed,
mended his ways, become a decent Republican."
Not at all. See, there was this
family magazine. And in those
days, magazines didn't depend
on advertising to make money.
One of the things they did was
peddle products, like today's
mail-order houses.
"Free enterprise. Good
show."
Right. Anyway, this magazine
came up with the idea of selling
flags to schools. In those days,
most schools didn't have flags.
So when Bellamy was booted out
of his church for his socialist
ideas, the magazine hired him to
write the pledge. They printed it
in their magazine as a gimmick
to help them sell their flags. And
the flag business boomed. They
sold thousands. And that's when
the tradition started of having
flags in classrooms and kids
saying the pledge.
Grump shook his head. "The
story doesn't hold up. Why
would a no-good socialist write
such patriotic prose? He had to
have become a Republican."
Not at all. He considered his
pledge a statement of socialist
values. In his original version,
he wanted to use the words
"fraternity" and "equality."
But they were left out. Too radical. In those days, a lot of people

didn't believe! in equality. Not
like today, when maybe SO percent believe in it, unless they're
worried about; real estate values
or who their daughters will
marry.

stop to think that our team practices all week with every intention of playing to win? I really
don't think they need fans who
only clap when they are ahead.
Whatever happened to support
and words of encouragement?
If someone wrote an article
with remarks about you, such as
the ones that you have written
about our players, would you
honestly go out and give 100 percent? After all, this is all we ask
of anyone.
I could end this letter in a variety of ways. One option I have
is the approach which Andy

took. I could say his article is A
Big Joke, but since that wouldn't
make me any better a writer
than he is, I won't say that. I will
say that I know plenty of people
who support our Bowling Green

by Berke Breathed
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"Don't be <i smart aleck. And
are you done ■ svith your vile story
so we an get on with our meeting?"
Wait. There's one more interesting tidbit. The guy who
came up with, the idea of selling
all those flags. I hate to break
the news, but he was a liberal."
"Liar, scoundrel."
No, it's truu. Even worse, be
was from Boston. Just like that
little liberal Greek.
"I refuse to listen to any more
of this subver sive nonsense."
OK, but I h ave to wonder why
George Bush is going around
telling everybody that they
should recite a pledge written by
an anti-capitalist socialist who
was an employee of a liberal publisher. Seems mighty suspicious to me.
"Enough, I say. Now, everyone rise and necite the pledge."
I got up and left. And at the
first phone booth, I phoned in a
tip to the FBI, My friend Grump,
a socialist mouthpiece. Who
would have l>alieved it?
Royko is ti columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

football team whether it's a
sunny dav or a rainy day — and
whether they are winning or losing. Finally, good luck Falcons,
for now, arid the rest of the
season!
Shelly Van Fossen
835 Fourth St.

NFL athletes who
use drugs ought
to be banned
The National Football League
should look north for an example
in handling athletes who use
drugs. Last 'seek, two drug stories were in the papers. One is
Ben Johnson and steroids. The
other is Lawrence Taylor and
cocaine. Johnson was banned
from amateur sports by Canadian Sport! i Minister Charest.
Taylor, and three other players,
were reactivated after only a
30-day suspe nsion by the NFL.
It is time f or the United States
to make professional athletes
accept the responsibility that
goes with benng a role model for
America's youth. Follow the
lead of the Canadians and ban
professional and college athletes
whousedrufpi.
KyleKess airing
0CMB«8J1

Local
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Homecoming activities planned
Campus 'getting rhythm' this week Latta, Gangwer to receive awards
by Angle Blandlna

staff reporter
The University is celebrating
its 67th annual Homecoming by
"Rockin' to the Rhythm."
The week's events began
Monday with a drawing for a not
air balloon ride sponsored by the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, the Non-Traditional Student Association and the OffCampus Student Center.
In relation to the theme, the
"walk of stars," a path outside
the University Union honors
some of the University's famous
graduates. Various buildings
were also renamed for the
week's festivities.
Each night a movie with a
different musical theme will be
shown for free in 210 Math-Science Building. Thursday's
film will be shown in the Gish
Film Theatre, Hanna Hall.
Twenty thousand buttons
orinted with the "Rockin' to the
thythm" logo were distributed
to students last week. The American Marketing Association will
Bve free raffle tickets in the
nion Oval from noon to 2 p.m.
to anyone who approaches the
table wearing the button.
The grand prize in the raffle is
a trip for two to Florida during
spring break. The raffle drawing will be held on Thursday
night at a Homecoming pep rallyAll students with a valid University ID may vote in the
Homecoming King and Queen
elections, held Monday and today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Union foyer. The King and
Queen will also be announced at
Thursday's pep rally.
A euchre tournament will begin tonight at 5 p.m. in the Off-

Campus Student Certer. The
tournament finals will be held at
6 p.m. Thursday in the same
place.
With weather permitting on
Wednesday, the Undergraduate
Activities Organizaton will
sponsor an outdoor picnic and
free blanket concert featuring
"Earthwood,"from 4 p.m. to 6
Bin. on Student Services lawn,
it rains, the concert will be
held in Kreischer Cafeteria.
Thursday will begin with a
rocking chair Rockathon sponsored by the University Alumni
Association in the Union Oval
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Proceeds
from this event will go to St.
Jude's Hospital.
At 7 p.m. the Broadway Strutters, sponsored by the Board of
Black Cultural Activities, will
•form at the Bryan Recital
The Homecoming pep rally
and bonfire sponsored by the
AMA starts at 7:30 p.m. at College Park and features Steve
Mason from WRQN 93.5 as the
emcee. Free raffle tickets for
the Florida trip will be given for
attendance.
Coaches and players from
Fall varsity sports will also be
recognized at the rally along
with the cheerleaders and Freddie and Freida Falcon. The bonfire will follow the rally.
On Friday at 9 p.m., "Lovestreet " will perform at an allcampus dance sponsored by the
UAO in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union. Admission is
$1.50, except for button-bearing
freshmen who will be charged
$1.00.
Friday also marks the beginning of an agenda of events
catering to University alumni.
At a 6:30 dinner in the Community Suite of the Union, Con-

gressman Delbert Latta and
Patricia Gangwer will be presented with the Honorary Alumnus Awards.
A minority Alumni Reception
will take place on Friday from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. at the ice arena.
The third annual minority
alumni dinner will be Saturday
at 6 p.m.
The week's events culminate
on Saturday with the Homecoming parade and the 1:30 p.m.
football game vs. Ohio University.
The parade begins at the Ice
Arena and will continue south on
Mercer, west on Wooster, north
on Thurstin, east on Ridge, and
will end at Eppler. The parade
will include 60 units, including
the University band and 10
floats.
The Alumni Service Award
will be presented by the Alumni
Association to Charles and Jane
Arnold during halftime of the
game. They are both 1942 graduates of the University and this
Homecoming will be their 51st
consecutive one attended.
In addition to the various
Greek reunions, the Alumni
Center is sponsoring eight
different reunions from 10:30
a.m. until game time. These include the classes of 1983, 1978,
1968,1963, 1958, all graduates of
the 1940's, all graduates of the
1920's and 30's, and all former
cheerleaders and Freddie and
Freida Falcons.
Several of the individual colleges are holding receptions for
their graduates as well.
The Alumni Association will
also sponsor an admissions presentation at 9:15 at McFall
Center for children of alumni.
The presentation will feature a
campus tour.

WBGU-TV and was instrumental in bringing President Ronald
Reagan and former President
Gerald Ford — among other
high-ranking government officials — to campus.

by Angle Blandina
staff reporter '

As part of this week's Homecoming activities, two Bowling
Green residents will receive
Honorary Alumnus Awards
from the University at a dinner
in their honor on Oct. 7.
Congressman Delbert Latta
and Patricia Gangwer. a former
University presidential assistant, will receive the awards in
recognition of their contributions to the University.
Latta and Gangwer will be the
27th and 28th recipients of
Alumni Awards, a recognition
program started in 1973 by the
Alumni Association.
Larry Weiss, associate vicepresident and director of alumni
affairs, said the awards are presented each year the night before Homecoming. He said the
awards are the only ones given
by the Alumni Association to

Gangwer

Latta

non-graduates of the University,
Weiss said.
Latta, who earned both a
bachelor's and a master's degree from Ohio Northern University, will retire this January
after a 30-year congressional
career.
The congressman, who has
represented the Fifth District in
the House of Representatives
since 1958, has been responsible
for obtaining millions of dollars
in state and federal funds to aid
University construction and
renovation projects, Weiss said.
He also helped the University
obtain a $300,000 transmitter for

Gangwer, a graduate of Emporia State University, began
her 32-year University career in
1952 as secretary to President
Ralph McDonald.
During her years as an aide to
six University presidents, she
was involved in budgeting and
institutional research and served a term as University ombudsman for President Hollis
Moore — a job requiring her to
deal with complaints about the
University.
Gangwer has worked parttime for the University since her
retirement in 1983 and sponsors
a scholarship for students in the
creative writing program.
The Honorary Alumnus
Awards dinner will be at 7:30
p.m. in the Community Suite of
the University Union.

Escort service limited
erated by the general fee, only releases enough
funds for the coordinator and assistant coordinator
to receive a minimum-wage salary.

by Shelley Banks
reporter

Many University students who are out until the
early morning hours might like an escort home.
Unfortunately, the campus Escort Service is only
open until midnight.
"What most people do not know is that since (the
Escort Service) is a University-sponsored activity,
it closes at midnight along with everything else,"
Sean McConnell, Junior sociology and criminology
major and assistant coordinator for the Escort
Service,said.
The Advisory Committee for General Fee Allocation, the organization that distributes funds gen-

"It is extremely difficult to get volunteers to
stay past midnight if they are not getting paid."
However, Suzi Miller, junior business major and
Escort Service coordinator said they have originated a solution to the problem.
"If there was just a $2 increase in every student's general fees, that would generate enough
money to pay volunteers and therefore allow the
service to stay open past midnight," Miller said.
D See Escort Service, page 5.

HOMECOMING '88 IS HERE! SATURDAY - BEAT THE BOBCATS!

T*« Smith Corona Corrocllnf C™ It.

We've reformed the
correction system.

EAT
BIG
AND
WIN!!!

great features on the XL 2500like the Spell-Right"' 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WardEraser'
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the XL 2500 is
surprisingly affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today.
Case closed.

Tuesdays, October 18, 25,
November 1, 8, and 15 at 7 p.m.
at Frisch's BIG BOY,
Wooster St.

GET YOUR TEAM TOGETHER & ENTER
THE BIG BOY EATING TOURNAMENT!!
Sponsored by: FRISCH'S

93Q
Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systems, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System'." It
simply prevents you from
using the wrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
You'll find our Correcting
Cassette and Right Ribbon
System on the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
You'll also find lots of other

&&l^>

Qircya •

16 Sponsored teams of 3 people are needed for this single-elimination tournament! Sign-up is FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE in one of the following areas:
* Greek Organizations
* Residence Halls (see your hall council)
* Campus Organizations
*(5 teams per category. Teams must be sponsored by o recognized organization).
• Plus ONE INDEPENDENT TEAM (no organization affiliation required).

* BIG PRIZES •
1st Place - Each team member will receive a $500 tuition
Scholarship from Frisch's!!
2nd Place - Each team member gets $150 for Spring semester books!
3rd & 4th Places - Each team member gets $50 in Frisch's gift certificates!
1st round winners - Each team member gets a $10 Frisch's certificate!

TOM0

SMITH
CORONfX

WJfl8Sr"XiV

or SM. Coma (Canada Lid 1 440T»»*cwi HoM. Starter*** OwarnOnad* MlMY*

*'Everyone gets a 93Q/Frisch's Big Boy T-Shirt**
Sign-ups in the

office - 3rd floor, Union, Wednesday,

October 5th - Wednesday, October 12th at 5 p.m. For more information,
call 372-2343.
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Photo/ John Grieshop

Hairy Experience

□

DA 1963 Buick Regal was reported stolen from Lot 6 Thursday evening. The owner reported the keys were not in the vehicle, which was valued at $2,500.
; Wayne R. Borowski and
Gregory S. Mercer, both of
Toledo, were arrested early
Friday morning after they were
seen breaking the windows of a
vehicle parked outside of Darrowl
DThe front passenger window
on a vehicle parked outside Darrow Hall was shattered between
midnight and 2 a.m. Saturday.
Damage was estimated at $100.
DA University police officer's
private vehicle was stolen from
his home in Toledo Saturday.
Several articles of clothing and
equipment belonging to the University police were in the car.
Approximately ISO people
were observed drinking beer
and wine at the Union Oval Saturday evening. University
police spoke to the crowd and
advised them to discard their
open containers of alcohol. The

Scott Reynolds, senior math major, receives a haircut from Tom Snyder at the Service Barbershop, at 426
E. Wooster. Reynolds, a cadet major in the Air Force ROTC, needed a haircut in order to pass his ROTC
uniform inspection Monday.

Residency

VOTE

GEORGE BUSH
MOCK ELECTION TODAY

Wes Hoffman upon his retirement at the end of this year, and
a retired city employee, he said.
The rule will probably not be
revised or reinforced until
March 1989, Fawcett said. In the
meantime, though the residency
rule applies, it is not actively being enforced.
"There is no way to be absolutely certain that the address
an employee gives us is the correct address," Fawcett said.
"We won't send people out to
check on this; we rely on the
truthfulness of the employee."
Prior to review of the rule, if
an employee was found living
outside the limits he was no
longer eligible to be a city employee, Fawcett said.
There have been situations
like this in which an employee
has voluntarily terminated his
city employment, he said.
"Now that the rule is under
review, if we find a city employee living outside the city, we
record the issue on a map but
don't require him to be termi
nated," Fawcett said.

a Continued from page 1.
employee be allowed to live
anywhere they so wish," he
said.
Miller said he believes as long
as the health and safety of the
city is not endangered by where
rple live, they should be able
choose their place of residency.
"As long as they are here and
when they are here they work
attentively —and they are here
when they are needed — we
shouldn't have a problem," Miller said. "Those critical to the
city maybe need to live within
the city limits, but as far as the
others go, I think it's their
choice.
"People living where they find
it most enjoyable is more important than anything else," he
said.
City Council has appointed a
committee to evaluate the input
and consider the ramifications
of each different position, Miller
said. The committee will include
a former mayor (not yet chosen), Municipal Administrator

Wash-n-Cut
now
only
with this coupon
Walk-ins Welcome.

$7

GET RICH QUICK!

GREAT IDEAS

people complied and cleaned up
the area.
Jason C. Diwik, 237 Anderson, was cited Saturday evening
for an open container violation
and possession of an altered identif tcation card.
DKatie C. Jirik, of 442 Ashley:
Mark S. Balent, of Dayton; ana
Dean A. Moraites, of Centerville, were cited in separate incidents for open container violations over the weekend.
DA custodial supply storage
room in South Hall was broken
into over the weekend. Burglars
entered the room by kicking in a
vent on the bottom of the door. A
radio, coffee maker, quartz
clock, 50 rolls of toilet paper, two
boxes of large garbage bags, 10
rolls of paper towels and 72 light
bulbs were stolen. The total value of the stolen items was estimated at more than $370.

City
A bonfire was left unattended in the 300 block of Conneaut Avenue Friday. No one

admitted to starting it, but
several residents told police
they would extinguish it.
[Three male juveniles took
four containers of beer from the
BG Drive-Thru Beverage
Center, 780 S. College Dr.. on
Saturday, according to police.
Employees gave descriptions
and were advised to file charges.
[ .'Gerald I., Shultz Jr., 620
Third Street, and Brad M.
Steiner, of Fostoria, were cited
for disorderly conduct Saturday
night at a party at Schultz's address. Greg A. Kinn, of Fostoria,
was also arrested and charged
with criminal damaging, resisting arrest and disorderly conduct with persistence. Kinn was
held in Wood County Jail until
Monday, when he posted $150
cash bond.
DA young male, described as
wearing dark pants and an orange hooded sweatshirt, was reported masturbating behind
Kirk's Coin Laundry, 709 S.
Main St., early Sunday morning,
police said.

Senator backs
education bill
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

An Ohio senator is sponsoring
a bill requiring high school curriculums to be expanded —
offering in-depth knowledge of
U.S. government documents.
Bill 433, sponsored by Ohio
Sen. Cooper Snyder (R-Hillsboro), would require high school
curriculums to place more emphasis on documents that this
nation was founded on, according to a release issued by
Snyder.
The bill is set to appear before
the Senate when it reconvenes in
November.
According to figures released
by the American Legislative
Exchange Council, almost half
of all Americans cannot identify
the Bill of Rights and do not
know about the Constitution,
said Liz Huber, legislative aide
to Snyder.
"The bill would help students
— even the ones who aren't really interested — to have a better

ARTS & SCIENCES 200

basic knowledge of the U.S.
government." she said.
She said the bill would target
high school students and would
require students to show ninthgrade comprehension of documents in a proficiency exam before graduation.
Richard Cummings, Bowling
Green City Schools superintendent, said the bill would help
teachers put an emphasis on an
important part of American history. "These papers can help
students to have a better understanding of how the country
evolved and where it is going/'
Cummings said.
" We all ought to know these
papers, myself and all other
adults included," he said. "I
also suspect that if we gave a
similar test to everyone else, we
would find out we are in serious
trouble."
If approved by the Senate, the
bill will appear before several
committees and must be approved by the new presidential
administration before it could be
enforced.

B.G. s Tan & Fitness Center j
"Bowling Greon Students #1
Alternative for Fitness and Tanning"

Hair Fashions

124 W. Wooster
352-2611

«K>
K

L U E T K E

1 YEAR MEMBERSHIP
ONLY $99.00
No Other Coupon Good With This Offer.
Expires 10/22/88

• sanitation is our #1 priority •
172 S. MAIN STREET
^Bowling Gr..n, Ohio 43403
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352 TANS
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PRIME
RIB
BUFFET
EVERY
MONDAY AND
TUESDAY NITE
ONLY

Food Specials
MONDAY

i mUSIC-TDDHY!
New music by new composers...
commanding attention.
Jex

Air Sculptures

8:30 p.m., Wednesday. October 5. 1988

Carter

Nighi Fantasies

The University of Toledo

Greive

Tapestry

Center for Performing Arts

Albright

Quintet

CAMPUS
POLLYEYES

Tickets: $5
knOfntm nctptktn MHntduttrp wowvy conctft

$6.95
176 E. WOOSTER B.G. 353-0100

''4\

5-9 2 for 1 Pin* (Buy OH Pizza Get Next
Size Smaller Free)
TUESDAY
"-9 Pizza A Salad Smorgasbord $4.00 \
WEDNESDAY 11-9 Spaghetti Diaacr SI.25
M
Sated Bar S1.25 extra, Wlae 50C extra '
[THURSDAY 11-9 Lasagaa Dinner $2.25,
Sated Bar 75C extra, Wtee 50C extra
I FRIDAY
11-9 Pizza A Sated Smorgasbord $4.00
SATURDAY 11-9 Barrlloj $2.75
I SUNDAY
11-9 Pizza A Salad Smorgasbord $4.00

THE
TOLEDO
SYMPHONY
Yuval Zaliouk, Music Director and Conductor

"A Gathering Place"
'TO

• Live Music. Wed.-Sat.
• Over 80 imported beers

Ink

Any Largt 14 Inch
Two Item Put Pizz* *
One Quart of Coke
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9631

fra&ftKEAX-.

nBBToT"

Witt Any
Lane Sub, Burrito, Or
Ur|t Salsd (Ckef, Ve|„ Taco or Turkey)

j

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9631
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Research park Voinovich'rallys' for victory
awarded funds
BG News Commentary
by City Council
potato salad and hotdogs under
a big-top tent and the Pledge of
Allegiance was said, Voinovich
spent an hour branding Metzenbaum as a liberal, and explaining his platform on fiscal responsibility, AIDS, education,
and America's drug abuse problem.
"If being a liberal was an
Olympic sport, Metzenmbaum
would get a gold medal," he
said.
Mentioning the Democratic
senator's recent $250,000 fundraiser involving several movie
stars, Voinovich said, "His
friends in California know he's
ultra-liberal. What do movie
stars have to do with Ohio?
Nothing. He would make a great
senator from Hollywood."
Voinovich also called on Metzenbaum for a debate — an idea
which received strong support
from the crowd.
"How many of you want Metzenbaum to come out of hiding
(for a debate)?" he said. "I
think he doesn't want us to know
about his liberal record."

Three podiums would be
needed for a debate, the Cleveland mayor said.
"One would be for me and two
for Metzenbaum — one for what
he says in Ohio and one for what
he does in Washington," he said.
In contrast to that accusation,
much of what Voinovich proclaimed about his platform
sounded quite familiar.
The problems of AIDS, drug
abuse and especially education
discussed by Voinovich in a
speech to a political science
class Sept. 23 at the University
were re-stated to the Miami
County area Republicans.
"Education is not only as important as our national defense
— it is our national defense," he
said.
Voinovich also spoke of his
past record in Cleveland as a
fiscal conservative.
"Cleveland started out $111
million in debt and now we're
spending $55 million less of federal monies," he said.
"We're working harder and
smarter and doing more with

less," he said, in what has become a motto of the Voinovich
campaign.
Contacted in Washington
Monday, Peter Harris, camCign manager for Metzenum, responded to Voinovich's
claims, saying he had little confidence in the mayor's claims of
leading in the Cincinnati poll.
"He can claim any numbers
he wants, but compared to other
polls, his numbers nave been out
of sync," Harris said.
Harris said Metzenbaum has
not refused to debate Voinovich.
"We've always debated in
past elections and we will in this
election, too. When Senate business winds down, we'll be looking at invitations," he said.
"But, should a straight-talking
senator debate a candidate with
commercials that are nothing
less than 'sleaze-mongering?'"
Although Voinovich did not
discuss his recent campaign advertisements that accuse Metzenbaum of taking a light stance
on child pornography enforcement, he did discuss the "lost
value system in America."
"I agree with Vice President
George Bush's belief that the nation must go back to 'faith and
family,'"he said.

legal permanent resident of the
United States."
She then identified the freed
hostage as Singh, a visiting
professor at Beirut University
College. "We understood the

Syrians intend to transport Mr.
Singh to Damascus on Tuesday
morning," Mrs. Oakley said.
Asked if there were indications other hostages would be
released, the spokeswoman

said: "No. This is all we have."
Singh's wife, Lalmoney, is in
Beirut and Singh, 60, will be
turned over the U.S. ambassador to Syria, Edward Djerejian, Mrs. Oakley said.

by Beth Church
copy editor

One business has indicated a
strong possibility of locating in
by Linda Hoy
the park, Marsh said.
city editor
He said the next step in develCity Council members voted opment of the park will be to
unanimously to appropriate firm up details with that com$250,000 toward the development pany.
In other business, Mayor Edof a commercial research park
in Bowling Green at the council win Miller announced that the
city will hold a "Neighbor Day"
meeting last night.
The research park, a joint on Oct. 15 in Wards 1 and 2. Stuventure between tne city ana the dents will be encouraged to meet
University, will be constructed their neighbors on the block in
on 88 acres at the northwest cor- order to foster better communiner of East Wooster Street and ty relations.
Dunbridge Road.
The appropiated money, deWard 1 Includes residents east
rived from water and sewer of Main Street, north of Wooster
capital improvement funds, will Street and some residencies
be used for construction of water south of Wooster Street includand sewer lines along Dunbridge ing Manville Avenue and S. ColRoad.
lege Drive. Ward 2 consists of
The city is seeking additional the area south of Wooster Street
funding for the park from and east of Main Street excludgovernmental agencies such as ing residencies north of Third
the County Commissioners of- Street and Lehman Avenue west
fice, Michael Marsh, city attor- of S. College Drive.
ney, said.
The Ohio Department of DeMiller is working with Undervelopment has pledged $250,000 graduate Student Government,
towards the park, to be called Graduate Student Senate, Panthe Northwest Ohio Regional hellenic Council and IntraResearch Park. The facility will fratemity Council to plan an achouse between 10 and 15 busi- tivity for "Neighbor Day," he
nesses to provide jobs for city said.
residents and internships for
The event will begin at noon
Miller said.
students.

Escort Service
a Continued from page 3.
The service averages 10 to 20
calls per night. That figure triples when the weather gets colder, and escalates when an attack is publicized.
"On Feb. 21,1984, there were
three rapes on campus. The next
night we had 196 calls, our most
ever," Miller said.

Every escort's application is
screened by campus security
and they are checked for any
criminal records including FBI
records.
McConnell said the service
takes such precautions because
it is responsible for anything
that happens to escortees while
they are being escorted,
McConnell said.

FRESHMEN
This is your last chance to pick-up
your 1988 Freshmen Record. Stop by the
Mileti Alumni Center
TODAY
From 10-3 p.m.

You won't believe it
until you see it.
TACO BELL now has
s

99 Burrito Supremes

No coupon necessary.
Open Sun. - Wed. 10:00 a.m. • 3:00 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 10:00 a.m. • 4:0O a.m.
Now thru Oct. 23

DUKAKIS OR BUSH?
Who do BGSU

Students prefer?
Help USG find out who
will win in the
MOCK ELECTIONS
VOTE!

TROY - In a political race
many would declare impossible
to win, Senate hopeful George
Voinovich still believes he can
defeat incumbent Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum
(D-Ohio) ,
after a poll
last week in
Cincinnati
showed Voinovich in the
lead.
During what
was billed as
an '' old- Voinovich
fashioned political rally" at the Miami
County fairgrounds Saturday,
Voinovich told a crowd of over
1,000 flag-waving Republicans
that progress was being made in
his campaign.
In June, Voinovich was reSrted to be losing 53-38 points to
etzenbaum but said this weekend he has leaped ahead to a
48-41 margin, according to a poll
done by Market Opinion
Research, a Detroit-based polling firm.
After the audience was served

Hostage
G Continued from page 1.
"We can confirm," she said,
"that the Syrian government
has told us they have custody of
a hostage, an Indian citizen and

r

WANT FOOD DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR?

^INACKJEH
ENDERS
SEND US YOUR PARENTS' NAME AND ADDRESS &
WE'LL SEND THEM A FREE BROCHURE OF GIFT
PACKAGES BRIMMING WITH YOUR FAVORITE SNACKS
-- PLUS A 10% DISCOUNT.

SNACKSENDERS
P.O. BOX 1474
KENT, OHIO 44240

A102
Intro, to The Short Story
When Carla told mc that my date
was a little short, I thought she was
talking dollars and cents, not feet and
inches. So there I was at the door, in
my spiked heels, staring at the top of
my date's head.
All I could think was, how do I
get myself out of this? I could imagine
now my legs would ache if I had to walk
around with my knees bent all evening.
So to stall for time, while figuring
out how to fake malaria, I made us
some Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living
room, I discovered that Gary was
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay, I decided I'd give him a chance. So we
sat down and saw each other faccto-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.
After some small talk—I mean
conversation—I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have miniature schnauzcrs. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week.

OCTOBER 4
Bring Student I.D.
General Foods' International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

6

staff reporter

The last volunteer training
session for students interested in
working on the United Way fundraising campaign will be held
today at 11 a.m. in the Alumni
Room of the University Union.
The hour-long session will instruct volunteers on campaign
techniques by showing instructive videos that show the right
and wrong way to approach potential contributors.
Trainers will also answer any
of the volunteers' questions, especially those that deal with the
completion of the new pledge
card.
The session will be taught by
graduate students enrolled in
the "Trainers of the Roundtable." Keith Bemhard, instructor
of the graduate class which has
been in charge of volunteer
training for the past seven
years, said his students are in
charge of the training design
and materials used in the session.
Bemhard hopes the training
program will continue to be successful.
"For the past three years the

nup has won a gold medal
n the United Way for their
excellent training programs,"
he said.
The United Way fund drive is
being headed by Greg Jordan,
Ice Arena director. A ninemember steering committee is
representing a constituent part
of the University's faculty and
staff, Jordan said.
The committee's goal this
year is not to raise more than
last year's contribution record
of $87,422 but instead to educate
the campus about the numerous
United Way services.
"We don't want to pressure
anyone. Through the educational process, people will be
able to make their own decision
and thus be more comfortable
making a donation," Jordan
said.
Linda Swaisgood, public relations coordinator for the campaign, said only employees of
the University will be solicited
for money. A donation of $25 or
more allows the donor to decide
where the money will be sent in
the Greater Toledo area.
Contributions will not be solicited from students, she said.
Last year 75 percent of the
contributions were arranged
through weekly payroll deductions as designated by the donor,
Jordan said.

Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter

• • • \J)^T.

TONIGHT!
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

Undergraduate Student
Government is aiming to get
students in the voting mode this
week by holding mock elections
and voter registration for the
general election.
"USG is providing students
with the chance to practice two
important aspects of voting —
registration and actual voting
experience," Joe Meyer, vice
president of USG, said.

BURLINGTON

'If I don't set more response,
I'm going to call die three
schools (University of Dayton,
Case Western Reserve, and Ashland College) on Oct. 11 and tell
them they may pursue the mock
election on their own,' Vanzant
said.
Though the mock elections
will likely be confined to the University, voter registration will
allow students to participate in a
national event.

Mock elections will be held today from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Union Oval and 4 to 6 p.m. in dining halls. Jim Vanzant, national,
state and community committee
coordinator, said.

The last dav for voter registration through USG is Friday,
Cathy Komyanek, USG public
relations coordinator, said.

'Students only need to have
their (student identification
cards) to vote,'Vanzant said.

Listen Up!

BG News/Susan Schulz

Richard Lucas, associate art professor, critiques one of the designs
in the Communication By Design show for his advanced graphic
design class. The show of various works of graphic illustrations will
be on display in the Fine Arts Gallery through Oct.21.

Students may register at a
table in the Math-Science Building or by using registration
forms on display in rjesidence
hall lobbies, Komyanek said.
To be eligible to vote in the
general election, students must
be registered
in the Secretary of
Staters office by Oct. 11.

Issues on the mock election
ballot are the presidential-vice
presidential ticket, the U.S.
Senate seat, and the 5th District
House of Representatives seat.
Originally, the mock election

Business college USG discusses
computer system semester goals,
benefits students mock elections
student's degree," Patton said.
Previously, an audit request
was limited to students who had
completed 70 or more hours. The
University officials announ- audit was prepared manually
ced Friday that students in the and took about one half hour to
College of Business Administra- complete.
tion will benefit from a new
computer system purchased by
Becky McOmber, director of
the University.
office systems in registration
Robert Patton, dean of the and records, said that the new
College of Business Administra- system can complete three to
ton, said the $10,000 computer four audits per minute.
program was purchased from
Miami University in 1986 and is
McOmber said that students
designed to provide any student in non-majors can come to the
with an academic audit.
college of business to see what
Audits compare students' they nave to take, should they
courses to degree requirements decide to change majors.
and then determines the remaining courses the students need to
' "This new one can print out an
take before graduating.
"The objective of the program audit for anyone; it lists what's
is to provide the best, current in- left so there should be no surformation about what is left in a prises," she said.
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Burlington Optical

was conceived as a 39-university
event at 39 other Ohio universities. Vanzant said he may have
to abandon the project because
only three schools responded to
his request for participation.

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

by Angle Blandina
staff reporter

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
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USG holding mock
voting for students

United Way asks
for fund workers
by Christian Thompson
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The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delta

i^onaratutate:

3

Rich Riley pinning Amy LeMaster
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Final preparations for the
mock elections were made and
goals for the remainder of the
year were discussed at Monday
night's Undergraduate Student
Government meeting.

During the president's report,
Tim Peterson, USG president,
asked the general assembly to
brainstorm for possible goals
the organization can accomplish
this year.

USG will hold mock elections
and voter registration in the
Union Oval from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today, Jim Vanzant, national,
state and community committee
coordinator, said.

During the brainstorming session, senators sugggested goals
covering campus safety, a student book cooperative, a spring
lecture series and a rape hotline.

Results will be announced at a
press conference on Wednesday,
at 11 a.m., in the Student Services Building.

USG will focus on a few goals
and pursue them throughout the
semester, Peterson said. He added the general assembly would
also be open to goals proposed at
a later date.

Voter registration for the general election will also be held in
the Math-Science Building
Wednseday through Friday.

USG approved a proposal by
Kevin Thomas that the government give $200 in support of a
career development program
sponsored by University Placement Services, Counseling and
Career Development Center and
the Office of Minority Students.
The total cost of the project is
$3,500 and USG was asked to donate $500. Thomas proposed that
USG donate $200.

A candlelight march for campus lighting and safety was approved and will take place Oct.
20 at dusk, covering the same
route proposed by the cancelled
Kreischer walk.
Discussion on the carpet conditions in Kreischer was tabled.
Kevin Coughlin, who sponsored

Sean Slovenski pinning Janice Moore

u.
Tom Miller engagement to Beth Cherryholmer
—1

u.
—>

the legislation, said the carpet
has never been replaced since
the quadrangle was built and
mold in die carpet was posing
health problems to students.

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
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SKYDIVING

Chris Shuff lavaliering Debra Humphrey
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Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 GrowRd
GarratUvllla, Ohio 44231
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Opti-Special
Bausch & Lomb
Contact Lenses
TWO PAIR ONE PRICE
DAILY WEAR
EXTENDED WEAR

$59.88
$94.88

— ALSO —

$10.00 OFF
On any complete pak of eye glasses.

The
Best
In
Main-Stream
Rock
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Wednesday

Thursday

College ID Night
free admission
with valid I.D.

Ladies1 Night
no cover for the ladies

Eye* Uimined By Dr. S. StUH.
OptomrtrHl

1055 S Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvani.i

Stadium Plaza

352-2533
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reduced cover
before 9:00 p.m.

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green
Fast, Free Delivery

FREE

EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE

Friday and Saturday

'Promotion good only wrfrh profeutorul fc*v StcfMuOon Krt errr*
No* «M *«h Any othef specUb or coupons.
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353-0044

(JUST ASK WHEN OROERING)
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Sunday

Monday

Wet T-Shlrt Contest
-andQuarter Beer Night

Singles Night
no cover
free video games

Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311
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Elsewhere
Ohio schools garner loans
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Winfrey promises
State controllers approve $18.5 million for 23 districts weight loss secret

COLUMBUS (AP) — State controllers on
Monday approved $18.5 million in loans for
23 Ohio school districts, and the Department
of Education said IS others will ask later this
month to borrow an additional $11 million.
But James Van Keuren, the department's
director of school finance, said most of the
ailing districts have local tax levies on the
Nov. 8 ballot and that no loans are expected
to be made before Feb. 1.
He said the funding problems follow a
similar pattern that includes past failures to
approve levies, the lack of built-in growth in
local property taxes and minimal increases

in state aid in recent vears.
Van Keuren said the state could be facing
a funding problem that may involve up to 10
percent of its 612 districts. However, he
noted that Gov. Richard Celeste's Education
2000 Commission is studying the dilemma
and is scheduled to make recommendations
in December.
Celeste indicated last month that additional revenues, ostensibly in the form of
higher state or local taxes, may be needed.
But he said he will await the findings of the
commission, which also has been asked to
recommend ways to make Ohio a national

leader in education by the next century.
Under Ohio law, school districts are required to borrow from the state when the
state auditor certifies that they lack money
to stay open through the current school year
and that they cannot borrow from private
banks.
Two of the districts that had loan applications approved Monday were caught in a
bind as a result of bankruptcies that eroded
local property tax revenues. Van Keuren
said steel company failures forced the
Youngstown City District to seek a loan of
$5.02 million and Warren City $4.6 million.

Chileans ready for vote
Extension of presidential term protested
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) After a flurry of rallies, arrests
and speeches in the streets,
campaigning was put on hold
Monday while Chileans prepared for a vote on extending
right-wing Gen. Augusto Pinochet's presidency to 1997.
Police and some army troops
were out in force.
By law political campaigning
ended on midnight Sunday, after
a massive pro-Pinochet caravan
of cars, trucks and buses
jammed the capital's main
boulevards and groups of opposition sympathizers skirmished
with riot police.
Dozens were arrested in the
skirmishes, according to preliminary police reports. Helmeted riot officers used tear
gas, water cannons and nightsticks to disperse groups of Pinochet opponents on the downtown streets.
At least 10 people were hurt,
two seriously, in isolated incidents throughout the day, including brawls between

government supporters and opponents.
Hundreds of policemen patrolled the streets and were
joined Sunday by small army
units, most of them manning
machine guns mounted on
pickup trucks and other vehicles.
The government has insisted
that it will keep strict order before and during Wednesday's
referendum, in which the
government is asking Chileans
to ratify a proposal by Pinochet
and other military commanders
that he remain in power until
1997. The armed forces has traditionally been charged with
guarding elections in Chile,
where the last presidential ballot was in 1970.
If a majority of the 7.4 million
registered voters cast "yes"
ballots, Pinochet will begin a
new eight-year term in March.
If most vote "no," an open
presidential election will be held

in December 1989 and Pinochet
will hand power over to the winner in March 1990.
In either case, elections for a
congress are planned in a year.
The legislature was disbanded
when Pinochet, commander of
the powerful army, seized power
in a bloody 1973 coup that toppled the 3-year-old elected
government of President Salvador Allende, a Marxist.
However, the legislature will
be virtually powerless to amend
a 1980 constitution, crafted by
Pinochet's administration, that
gives the military autonomy and
a strong supervisory role in
national affairs.
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Serving i/our total graphic design and typesetting needs.

SOUP-SALAD-ROIL
95

$2

DAILY HAPPY HOURS

• Rtiumts

• LaserWriter output

• Full-tcrvict computerized

• Convert your word processing
disk to typesetquality output

graphic arts camera

4-618-10

• Design ood/or typeset any

• Convert Macintosh* to

job, large or small

PC files and vice versa

I
Cat us for further Information
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CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — Oprah Winfrey promises to
reveal how she lost 54.2 pounds — as soon as she loses 10 more
pounds.
The talk show host said losing the weight was her "single
greatest accomplishment."
Winfrey's brief visit here and appearance before 4,000 people
raised about $40,000 for the United Way of the Central Carolinas and the United Way of Gaston County.
She decided to do the benefit Sunday, she said, because the
money would help battered women who are trying to turn
their fives around."
The cheerleading talk for women was punctuated with anecdotes about herself— childhood with her grandmother in Mississippi and how she became bald after a visit to a hairdresser .

211 West Holl
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372-7418
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BROADWAY STRUTTERS
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a play that traces the music of
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Black women in history
Sponsored by the Board of Black Cultural Activities
Thursday, October 6, 1988 7 p.m.

COCKTAIL

Bryan Recital Hall

EVENINGS 6:50 9:20
BETRAYED
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

TUESDAY:
Ladies' Night with
"RISQUE BUSINESS"
95* Drinks & Suds

DEAD RINGERS
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35
HEARTBREAK
HOflLPG-13
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds

NIGHT OF THE
DEMONS

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over

EVENINGS 9:45 ONLY

D

$2.O0 - Tickets sold in advance at the
Office of Minority Student Activities

a

WOOD COUNTY VOTERS

MOVED?
or changed your name?
Have you moved or changed your name
since the Last Election
You must inform the Board of Elections
of your change of address or name to keep
your registration records current.

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

Send in this coupon before October 11, 1988

!

HOMECOMING BALL

To: WOOD COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Courthouse Square, Bowling Green, OH 43402
#1 D I have moved. Please etiange my registration records.
My previous address was:

Sponsored by Black Student CInion

Saturday, October 8, 1988
Eppler Complex Gymnasium 10:OOp.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Semi-formal Dress
Admission is $1.00
ADVANCED TICKET SALES ONLY
Can be purchased at the Upward Bound Office
301 Hayes Hall Tuesday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Numo.r .na Strffl
Cllr. Vill.gf or 1..».«IP
Slf.niurt

My present address is:

NumBff *nd St'ttt
CM,. Vliitot or To-mMp

X
#2 D I have changed my name:

Limit:
2 Tickets
per Student

BGSU ID
Required

ZlPCrtt

X

F.rm.r N.m.
Prtl.nl N.m.

*
SlffMluM

ZIP CoOf
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Soviet president elected

News Briefs
Dayton program xgrade A'

Gorbachev takes power, Vorotnikov now figurehead
MOSCOW (AP) - Politburo member Vitaly I. Vorotnikov was moved to the ceremonial job of president of the Russian republic Monday as the Kremlin capped the
biggest leadership shake-up in Mikhail S.
Gorbachev's 3V4 years in power.

Soviet republics, elected Interior Minister
Alexander V. Vlasov, who was named a candidate member of the ruling Politburo during a Central Committee meeting Friday,
the republic's new premier to replace Vorotnikov.

shake-up through the Communist Party's
policy-making Central Committee. He retired two full and two candidate Politburo
members, promoted four other people and
streamlined the Central Committee's apparatus.

The major beneficiary of the realignment
of power was Gorbachev himself. The
Communist Party's general secretary was
elected Soviet president by the Supreme Soviet parliament Saturday to replace Andrei
A. Gromyko, 79, who retired.

Vladimir P. Orlov, the 67-year-old president of the republic, retired, and Vorotnikov
was elected his successor.
Gorbachev, who attended the meeting of
the Russian republic's parliament in the
Kremlin, recommended the changes, and
lauded Orlov and Vorotnikov in remarks
later shown on state-run television.
Last week, Gorbachev pushed a major

Vlasov, 56, who worked in Gorbachev's
home area of southern Russia before becoming interior minister, in charge of the uniformed police, in 1986. It appeared unlikely
that he would continue to keep his job as the
nation's top policeman. But a replacement
would have to be named by national authorities, and not by the republican parliament that met Monday.

At a Monday meeting, the legislature of
the Russian republic, the largest of the 15

Firing of black official questioned by Toledo group
TOLEDO (AP) — A group of
black ministers said Monday it
will ask the City Council to reinstate a black official, contending
the city used an inaccurate and
incomplete report to fire him.
"We will be down there in larger numbers than ever," the
Rev. Floyd Rose said about
Tuesday's council meeting.

At issue are the circumstances surrounding City Manager
Philip Hawkey's firing of Bernard Gulp, the former commissioner or renewal operations
who was in charge of the city's
home ownership program.
A city investigative team first
uncovered problems in the program and issued a preliminary
report in June. Hawkey used the

report to fire Culp on July 1 and
discipline two other black officials in the city's Community
Development Department because of alleged mismanagement.
The black leaders said the
men were not given a fair hearing and that black officials are
judged by stricter standards
than whites.

ION.WI Oc.obor4,i9M

The report also said some
prominent Toledo blacks, including Rose and LeRoy Williams, president of the Toledo
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, were ineligible
for home ownership loans because they made too much
money to qualify for the program.

ton, it is being used in a "microeconomics" course in
which students analyze the
economic conditions within
companies. The course traditionally has a high attrition
rate: about one in three students either withdraws during the semester, flunks or
gets a "D."
Melko launched the program in an effort to do something about that attrition. The
student "supplemental instructors" retake the course
after earning an "A" from
the same instructor.

DAYTON (AP) - A program in which students who
get an "A" in an economics
class and enroll again to help
other students do better in the
course has been a success at
the University of Dayton, a
school administrator said
Monday.
Jim Melko, director of the
Catholic university's Learning Assistance Center, said
the Supplemental Instructors
program is now being used
only in the university's economics department, but he
hopes have it expanded to
other departments.
"It's extremely successful,
and I'm very pleased with it,'1
Melko said.
The Supplemental Instruction program, developed a
decade ago at the University
of Missouri-Kansas City, is
designed to use the SI leaders
to help fellow classmates
pass difficult classes.
At the University of Day-

They take copious notes,
then conduct voluntary study
sessions for classmates, Melko said.
"It's a way for students to
better master the necessary
thinking and analytical skills
and jargon peculiar to (economics), Melko said. "And
they're getting the advice
from someone who has been
in their shoes."

HOCKEY HOME OPENER OCTOBER 22!
GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS NOW!

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27, Weeknights At 5:30 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
Formerly The Bowling
Green Forum, the new season begins for Dr Michael
Marsdcn. hosi and producer, with -an exciting line-up
His first guest will be Loften
Mitchell, playwright, edu
eator, author and filmmaker discussing the "George
Jefferson" character
Tuesday

ART BEAT
Marcia Drown. BGSU gr.icl
uate student, draws on her
own theatrical performing
experiences to host an art
program that encompauea
a broad range of cultural
events around Northwest
Ohio
Wednesday

TIME OUT
Meet hockey coach Jerry
York and his new assiM.ini
Wayne Wilson: JOCCCI
coach Gary Palmisano; and
football coach Moc Ankney
as they discuss their seasons with Time Out host
lurry Uciss during TV J~'s
weekly sports magazine.
Thursday

VIEWPOINT
Watch for the new publicaffairs show starting on
October 14 with issues of
concern in our local communities. The first show,
with host and producer
Larry Whatlcy, looks at sol
id waste disposal problems
Friday

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
Join host George Howick
for a season of Ohio
Business Outlook as he
explores Ohio's business
world, giving viewers Insights into the workings of
successful companies.
Monday

^r

Alpha Xi Delta
Congratulate Their 1988
Pledge Class Officers

<

CI*?S#«

President

Kerry Manila

Vice President

Renee Luce

Secretary

Shelli Sanderson

Treasurer

Elizabeth Auge

Social

Shelley Zarger

Philanthrophy

Tracy Munson

NMPC Representatives

Kimber Cox

University Bookstore

Quill

Julie Miller

Student Services Building

Spirit

Shelly Manteuffel

Mon.-Fri.8-5

Scholarship

Stacey Larson

Sat. 9-5

Song Chairman

Shawnie Lee

A2A »ASA »A5A • ASA • ASA « ASA • AHA • ASA

WBGU
TV27

SCl#*

Complete this FREE
Schick Razor Sweepstakes Entry form
and bring to your bookstore
STORE COUPON

Schick

#

UttrexPkis

To raomva your IrM
achool nto>. lest Ml m
!"• raqmrad information
Than bring tnia coupon to
ua bookstora
Hurry* quantrbaa ara limrtarj
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PIVOTING RAZOR
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City
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. State.

Zip Coda.
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Sports
Kimbrough riddles Falcons' defense
BEET
THE
BOBCATS

IGNewi Octobw4,f9tft •

Bowling Qr»*n B*v*rag«, Inc.

Throws four touchdown passes in 37-4 0 win
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

BG News/Paul Vernon
Quarterback Tony Kimbrough rushes up the middle during Western Michigan's 37-10 Mid-American Conference win Saturday. Kimbrough ran for one touchdown and threw for four others.

BG falling from MAC race

"I can't pinpoint anything. We
just got beat on simple patterns, head coach Moe Ankney
said. "It was nothing fancy. The
(receivers) just executed their
patterns well and their quarterback threw well."
Kimbrough credited his
offensive line with allowing him
to pass for school-record yardage.

Spikers lose
to Miami,
Ball State
by Amy Cole
sports reporter
The chances for a MidAmerican Conference tournament bid, let alone a shot at a
championship, are looking grim
for Bowling Green's volleyball
team.

r
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BG scored a touchdown midway through the third quarter on
Mike McGee's two-yard run.
The score was set up when linebacker Pat Jackson forced a
fumble and nose guard Dal
McDonald recovered at the
Bronco 30 yard line.
On the ensuing kickoff, Zeller
recovered his own on-side kick
at the BG 47, but the drive stalled at the Western Michigan 18.
On the Broncos' next possession, Kimbrough passed 21
yards to slot back Allan Boyko
for another touchdown. The
82-yard, nine-play drive took
only 2:47.
Zeller capped the scoring with
a 36-yard field goal early in the
fourth quarter.
Western Michigan gained 495
Sards total offense compared to
G's 313. The Broncos also
blocked a Cris Shale punt, marking the fifth time this season that
has happened.
One reason for the Falcons'
inept offense was Western Mi-

KALAMAZOO, Mich. —
Bowling Green quarterback Rich Dackin suffered
a wrist injury in Western
Michigan's 37-10 win here
Saturday that will force
him to miss the rest of the
season.
In the middle of the third
quarter, Dackin was tackled by Bronco defensive
tackle Doug Kraus and
broke and dislocated his
right (throwing) wrist.
Dackin, an All MidAmerican Conference
player last season, had
struggled this year.
Against Western Michigan, Dackin was 13-of-20
for 159 yards.
Head coach Moe Ankney
said fifth-year senior Eric
Smith would take over the
starting job.
Smith was the starting
quarterback his sophomore season before suffering an injury. Dackin, then
a freshman, took over and
never relinquished the job.
In Saturday's game,
Smith was 15-for-29 for 132
yards and one interception.

Bronco head coach Al Molde
said he wanted to get off to a fast
start.
"Tony played much like I expected him to play, especially in
the first half,' said Molde, who
beat BG for the second time in
as many tries.

The Falcons, led in the attack
by senior co-captain Kelley Ellett, who had six kills and one
error in 17 attempts for a total
attack percentage of .294 in addition to 15 digs, could not seem
to do anything right.
According to Bowling Green
head coach Denise van De
Photo Courtesy The Key/ Mark Th alman

See Spikers, page 10

Bowling Green's Tammy Schiller blocks the ball against Miami Friday
night in Anderson Arena.

Kimbrough,
Garrett
named
players
of week

"They got touchdown's early
and we didn't seem to be able to
get anything going," Ankney
said. "Western just jumped on
us from the start."

Dackin
out for
season

"We were looking at coverages that we see all the time in
practice," he said. "They have a
great program and great
players, but our coaches did a
great job of preparing us for
what we would come up
against."
On the game's third play,
Kimbrough hit split end Robert
Oliver on a 78-yard bomb for a
touchdown and a 7-0 lead.
After Jason Zeller missed a
32-yard field goal on BG's second possession, Kimbrough
marched Western Michigan
back down the field in four
plays. He threw to Jamie Hence
tor a 38-yard touchdown with
2:22 remaining in the first quarter for a 14-0 lead.

1

The Falcons did what they
could not afford to do — lose two
key matches in the MAC this
weekend — to drop the team's
record to 4-8 overall, 1-3 in the
conference.
Saturday night, BG dropped a
four-game match to Ball State,
15-8, 154, 1-15, 15-13, which
marks the first time the Falcons
have lost to the Cardinals since
1985.

KALAMAZOO, Mich. — Tony
Kimbrough shredded Bowling
Green's secondary Saturday
like Fawn Hall did Ollie North's
paper work two years ago.
The senior
quarterback
completed
20-of-28 passes
for 370 yards
and four
touchdowns in
Western Michigan's 37-10
slaughter of
Bowling Green
before 23,758 Klmbrougli
Homecoming fans here at Waldo
Stadium.
The Broncos rise to 4-0 overall, 2-0 in the Mid-American
Conference, while BG falls to
0-5,04.
The 0-5 start is the Falcons'
worst since 1935, when they lost
their first six, all by shut out.
Western Michigan's start is its
best since it finished 8-0 in 1941.
BG has allowed 216 points,
which is already more than GO of
the previous 69 Falcon squads
had given up in the entire
season.

quarter on a 36-yard field goal chigan's defensive front, which
3 See Kimbrough, page 11
by John Creek, a one-yard run
by Kimbrough and a 52-yard
pass from Kimbrough to Hence,
an honorable mention AilAmerican last season.

"We talked about a fast start.
With them being 0-4, we thought
if we made a fast start it would
be tough for them to remain in
the game."
Western Michigan racked up
16 more points In the second

BG News/Paul Vernon
Bowling Green's Brett Landman catches an apparent touchdown pass in
Saturday's loss to Western Michigan. But the grab was called back be;
cause of a penalty.

leers play Brown-Orange game
Brown defeats Orange 5-4
on Potvin's last-second goal
by Al Franco
sports reporter

TOLEDO (AP) —
Western Michigan quarterback Tony Kimbrough
and Ohio University linebacker Bill Garrett have
been selected as the MidAmerican Conference
players of the week.
Kimbrough, a senior
from Detroit, completed 20
of 28 passes for 370 yards
and four touchdowns, and
ran for a fifth score in
WMU's 37-10 rout of Bowling Green. He threw TD
passes of 78, 38, 52 and 21
yards and scored on a
1-yard quarterback sneak
in Vh quarters of action.
Garrett, a junior from
Chicago,
made 16 tackles, 12 of them
solos, as Ohio University
broke its 12-game losing
streak with a 24-14 victory
over Toledo. Garrett also
had one tackle for a loss.
In other MAC contests,
Ohio University beat
Toledo 24-14, Ball State
beat Miami 45-14 and Central Michigan whipped
Kent State 31-7. Eastern
Michigan was idle.

The inaugural Brown and Orange intrasquad hockey game
held Sunday may well become a
fixture in the Bowling Green
training camp for years to
come.
The hard-hitting display saw Yor
the Brown's Marc Potvin poke Parks, Peter Holmes, and Jim
the puck by Christian Albitz with Solly added singles.
40 seconds remaining to give the
The Orange squad was led by
Brown a 5-4 victory.
Pierrick Maia who scored two
BG head coach Jerry York goals and had two assists, while
said the game benefitted both Nelson Emerson and Joe Quinn
his players and the fans.
added goals.
"The game produces a lot of
things that can't be accompliBrown goaltender Paul Conshed in a regular practice," nell stopped 13 shots, while John
York said. "In a game situation, Burke and Albitz combined for
we're able to acquaint the 16 saves.
players with elements which
Parks and senior defenseman
help improve their timing, such Alan Legget donned the letter
as the changing of shifts, and the "C" on their jerseys for the first
tempo of the game controlled by time as the pair were named
referees.
captains for the forthcoming
"The scrimmage also allows season.
us a chance to showcase our
The Falcons resume regular
team to the community. The ?radices gearing for their Oct.
fans are anxious to see what
4-15 opener at Alaskakind of shape the veterans came Anchorage.
back in and it also gives them a
BG's first home game is slated
glipse of our newcomers."
for Saturday Oct. 22 against
Ohio State, closing a home and
For team Brown, Potvin home series against the Buckscored two goals, while Greg eyes.

Courtesy The Key/Brad Phakn
Bowling Green's Chad Arthur checks teammate Braden Shavchook In Sunday's inaugural Brown-Orange
hockey scrimmage. Shavchook suffered an elbow injury on the play.
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Booters lose two in Florida
The Falcons missed on several scoring opportunities in the second
half, a half which they dominated.
"The first night was frustrating because we dominated the second
half, but we just couldn't put the ball in the net." Palmisano said. "It
was especially frustrating to play fairly well in both games and not
be able to capitalize on scoring opportunities.

by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

Relaxation, enjoyment and an overall pleasant change of pace
comes to the minds of most college studems when the state of Florida is mentioned in conversation.
However, there is one group of Bowling Green students who will
beg to differ after last weekend.
fae BG soccer team traveled to Miami, Fla. and
lost a pair of games to Florida International, 2-1,
and South Florida, 4-0, in the Florida International
Soccer Classic.
The defeats extended the Falcons' losing streak
to three games and dropped their record to 4-6.
Rutgers, which rounded out the four team field,
took home the tournament championship by postingl-0 victories over USF and Flu.
The Falcons' weekend began on a positive note pa|r
Friday against FIU. At the 36:00 minute mark of
the first half, Chris Blike scored his second goal of the year off a free
kick just outside the Golden Panther penalty box. The assist went to
forward Kyle Rover, his eighth of the season. FIU responded two
minutes later to knot the score at 1-1 in the tournament's opening
game. The Golden Panther's then gained the lead just before the half
when Ail-American candidate Robin Fraser beat BG goalkeeper
Mickey Loescher for what was eventually the game's final tally.

In Saturday's contest, which was played in a rainstorm, SFU put
BG away by scoring three goals in a matter of 10 minutes in the second half.
The Falcons were shutout for the fourth time this season, but Palmisano said he is worried about another aspect of his team's game.
"We need to start putting more pressure on people in the defensive
end of the field," Palmisano said. "Solid team defense is the springboard to picking up the offense. We need to start putting ourselves in
a position to win with 10 minutes left in a game instead of being down
by two or more goals.
"We got down 2-0 in the second game and that made things very
difficult. We have to just get back to the basics."
While the Falcons get back to the basics, the schedule doesn't get
any easier.
Having already played a nationally ranked Indiana team, and a
Southern niinois-Edwardsville squad which has been in and out of
the national rankings all season, 12th-ranked Evansville comes to
town Wednesday for a contest starting at 3:30 p.m. on Mickey Cochrane Field.

Spikers
□ Continued from page 9.
Walle, the problems which led to
the loss stemmed from technical
mishaps.

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Fri.

"Against Ball State, we didn't
serve tough enough to take them
out of their offense," Van De
Walle said. "The key was definitely serving."

immediate
Housing Openings

But even Ball State's offense
suffered.

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

fiTT€NTION:

COMP€TITIV€ DOWNHILL
SKI RflCCRS:
Come Join the BGSU Ski Club
for o fun filled season
of downhill racing!
Organizational Meeting
Tonight, October 4 ot 8:00 p.m.
in room 102 Bfl

€V€WON€ IS UJ€LCOM€!

Notlxir

Ordinary Banker.

Despite Sherry Dunbar's attack percentage of .357, the Cardinals had a team hitting percentage (.104) that was worse
than the Falcons'(.129).
On Friday night, BG dropped
a four-game match to Miami,
11-15,15-11,15-3,15-10, in Anderson Arena in front of an estimated 400 fans.
The last time Miami defeated
BG was in 1986, when they split
two matches.
Even with a fine performance
by right side hitter Jennifer
Russell, who had 16 kills and two
errors in only 21 attempts for a
TUBA

BG takes eighth
out of 12 at MSU
byMlkeDrabenitott
sports reporter

The improving Bowling
Green women's golf team
received its weekly dose of
on-the-course experience this
past weekend by finishing
eighth out of 12 teams at the
Michigan State Invitational
with a 54-hole team score of
1,009.
It is the first time this
season that the Falcons have
avoided finishing in the
lowest third of the field.
Head coach Greg Nye can
see the experience accumulating every week.
"I'm very pleased with
their performance. The team
is improving every tournament,' he said.
The Falcons' shining star
for the tournament was junior
Gloria Holmes, who placed
20th in the 78-player field with
a three-round score of 243.
"Gloria is having a super
total attack percentage of .667,
the Falcons still could not pull
out a win.
BG gave up leads at various
times during the match. At one
point in the second game, they
were up by a score of 9-3.
"Blocking was one of our
biggest problems," Van De
Walle said. "When that is weak,
it puts pressure on the backcourt."
Redskins' senior middle hitter

TROMBONE

FRENCH HORN . .

THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY
AND CONCERT BANDS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING
IN ONE OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT:
UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO ! ! ! !
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY, OCT. 9
7:30 P.M. ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR
CALL THE ABOVE PHONE. CREDIT AVAILABLE.
NON-MUSIC MAJORS WELCOME IN ANY BAND!
CLARINET

PERCUSSION

FLUTE

year," Nye said. "She's been
playing with a lot of determination and is using her experience to the best of her
ability."
But Holmes was not the
only Falcon swinging the
clubs well this weekend.
Sophomore Heidi Wright finished 31st with a 54-hole score
of 250, including a round of 80
on Friday. Kim Prasse also
finished in the top half of the
field by placing 38th with a
score of 255.
Other Bowling Green
scores were Ann Alexander
(263), Rena Freidline (267)
and Robin Strang (284).
Nye is confident that the
team will continue to improve.
"If we do a few more minor
things right, we will be even
more competitive with the
other teams," he said.
The Falcons take to the
course again this weekend at
the Ferris State Invitational.
Karen Lepley put that pressure
on BG. She posted 16 kills and
only two errors in 29 attempts
for a total attack percentage of
.483. She added 22 digs and two
service aces in the process.
But the Falcons redeemed
themselves Sunday afternoon
when they pulled out an exciting
win over the Big East Conference's Syracuse Orangemen.
In front of a minimal crowd,
BG won the match in four
games, 15-10,5-15,15-10,15-5.
The non-conference match
doesn't exactly do much for the
Falcons' MAC; chances, but was
a definite confidence builder.
"I think what has happened,"
Van De Walle said, "is that this
is the fourth time with the same
group. We finally put it together
— I'm glad it happened today."
The team led the contest in attack percentage (.115) and service aces (12), and improved
their blocking, which aided in
some key saves.
"We slowed down their
offense with blocks," Van De
Walle said. "Jennifer (Russell)
and Karin (TwainI did a great
job, too. Karin has been a backcourt specialist for two and a
half years and she was called on
to play the left and right sides."
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Before you vote in November
you must...

REGISTER
TO
VOTE
Become a politically active member of our community
Mon-Thurs 9:00 am-4:00 pm October 3-7 Friday 9:00 am-1:00pm
Math Science Building

HOMECOMING '88
JOIN IN ON THIS
WEEK'S FUN-FILLED
HOMECOMING EVENTS,
FEATURING...
THURSDAY

Nbtlbiir Ordinary Bank
The word is outThere's a
much different breed of banker
in town. Your Fifth Third banker.
Alert to financial opportunity.
Aggressive in protecting your
financial future Working over
time to offer you the rates and
products that keep you ahead of

the pack. With the remarkable One
Account Plus1 checking account
The BankSafe,* an accessible
money market account And a
variety ofCD's paying some of the
most competitive rates in town.
It's called Relationship Banking. And it means services that

eaoD'

will always keep up with your
changing needs. Service that is
backed by over 125 years of
experience Clearly this is not
your ordinary breed of banker.
But thea Fifth Third is not your
ordinary bankThey Ve working
overtime

) flf TH THIRD BANK
(M \OHIHi\l\rHt\ OHIO

7:30 Pep Rally/Bonfire
at College Park
Including Prizes!
SATURDAY
10:00 Campus Parade
Begins at the Ice Arena
Floats, Mascots, and more!
1:30 FALCON FOOTBALL
vs. OHIO UNIVERSITY

Sow serving Findlay. Tiffin, Bowling Green, Fosloria, Bascom. and Sew Kiegel.
^nWMtmi»>.ll»*iifOC»fa<IBB»St»«-^USM»OI01 S..U»«lp-«J>.lltoTlirit»t

WEAR ORANGE!
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Harriers do well Ruggers ready for Ohio tourney
in home invite
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter
What a difference a week
makes.
Last week at this time,
Bowling Green's cross country teams were coming off
tough losses to Miami and
needed a positive shot in the
arm.
The men's and women's
team got it Saturday at the
Mel Brodt Invitational.
The women harriers won
the meet with 34 points, followed by Ashland College
(71), Central Michigan (75),
Toledo (93), Cincinnati (103)
and Cleveland State (122).
Western Michigan won the
men's race with 25 points, but
Bowling Green finished a
strong second with 48 points.
Rounding out the field was
Ashland College (73), Cincinnati (89), Cleveland State
(121) and Toledo (160).
Head coach Sid Sink was
pleased with the way the men
harriers bounced back. He
said the win was important to
the team.
"It looks like Western beat
us pretty handily, but this
wasn't the case. Sink said.
"We went out real hard and
didn't give up. It was a very
competitive race.
"We needed to get something under our belt and go
from there. We needed this
and it was real Important that
we bounced back. We're not
running like a great team, but
we're running like we can be
one."
Sink said the competition in
the women's meet wasn't that
good.

After soundly defeating the University of Dayton 24-« Saturday, the Bowling Green rugby
club Is looking to the Ohio
Championships this weekend
with a definite air of confidence.
Concluding their fall home
schedule with a convincing win
over the Flyers, coach Roger
Mazzarella has his ruggers
ready to soar into Columbus.
"They know they played like a
team," Mazzarella said. "We
felt really good about this game.
We're ready for next week.'
The confidence of the coach is
shared by the players as well.
"Our confidence is high, but
it's going to take a team per-

"We expected to win because Central was pretty
banged up, but I think with
the way we ran it would have
been tough for anyone to challenge us. Sink said.
"We asked the girls to go
out real hard at the beginning
of the race and that's what
they did. They followed the
plan and that's very encouraging to the coaches."
The men were led by sophomore Brian Donnelly and
senior John Hickman, who
both ran the course In 26:27.
Behind them were sophomore
John Wodarski (27:15), junior
Mike McKenna (27:30) and
Dan Fulmer (27:33).
The women were paced by
junior Mary Louise Zurbach
(18:49), senior Missy EUers
(19:22), sophomore Carolyn
Goins (19:39), sophomore
Laura Schultes and senior
Sharon Hogrefe.
Sink said it was promising
to see McKenna, who had
been out with a lower leg injury, come back so strong.
'1 was very pleased with
his effort," Sink said. "He
fought through the whole race
andeverything came out well
considering the circumstances. He can be a real leader
for us as the season goes on."

formance," said fly half Brian
Kane. "We're in the best shape
we've been in all season, but we
can still be even better.'
After outscoring their opponents 84-28 in the last four 'A'
side games, it may appear as if
the Falcons have not been sufficienty tested yet this fall.
But the fact is, every game but
one has been against city teams,
who are generally tougher and
more experienced than collegiate teams.
"I think we have been tested,"
said Al Caserta. "We've played
some tough city teams, and we've played Dayton who is supposed to be one of the tougher
college teams we'll face at the
Ohio Championships."
The ruggers game against the
Flyers was essentially over at

Kimbrough
Q Continued from page 9.
made 13 tackles tor losses and nine sacks. Defensive end Joel
Smeenge made four sacks for minus 23 yards.
"They had a decent line, but they were young and inexperienced,"
Smeenge said. "Our tackles did a good job, too. They forced them to
the outside where me and Terry (Crews, the another end) could
make the tackle.
"Plus, it helped knowing they were going to throw the ball a lot."
Western Michigan's defensive fronfdid a lot of stunting, but Ankney said his team was ready.
"We prepared, but they executed very well," he said.
ack Rich Dackin completed 13-of-20 passes for 159 yards
fore breaking his wrist in the third quarter. Eric Smith was
15-for-29 for 132 yards and interception.
Fullback Shawn Daniels was the leading receiver, catching eight
passes for 69 yards. Wide recevier Ron Heard caught five balls for 92
yards.
Rushing-wise, McGee carried the ball 13 times for 36 yards and the
touchdown.
With the Falcons not playing well again, Smith said all the team
can do is keep trying.
"Coach told us that we're not a very good football team right
now," be said. "But we have a lot of classy guys and we have a week
to get better and try to improve."

Sink said he was also happy
to see Donnelly have a good
effort after his poor showing
against Miami.
"He was so mad at himself
at Miami that I lust knew be
wouldn't let that happen
again and have another bad
race," he said. "He ran a
good, solid race like we know
he can run everytime out."

halftime. BG scored early and
often with tries by Andy Wasiniak and Gus Saponari. Add to
that two conversions by Steve
Markert and the Falcons had a
quick 10-0 lead.
Caserta kept the heat on by
adding a try right before the
half, and the defense responded
time and again to give BG a 14-0
halftime lead.
Kane said, "I was expecting
more out of Dayton's backfield.
Our pack played one of the best
games I've ever seen. They got
the ball for our backs time and
time again out there."
The second half was equally
impressive for BG. Caserta had
his second try of the afternoon,
and Kane added one as well.
Markert's third conversion gave
the team a 24-3 victory.
"We are really conditioned
well. This game was a stepping
stone for the tournament, said
Caserta.
The establishment of a consistent backfield has been a
slight concern for Mazzarella so
far this fall, but the kinks seem

to be worked out.
Mazzarella said he will go
with Jim Williams at scrum
half, Kane at fly half, Saponari
and Greg Fasig at inside and
outside center, respectively,
Collen Breen (who started the
fall on the 'B' side) and John
Lonsert at wings, and Steve
Markert at fullback.
The ruggers will practice four
days this week instead of the
normal three.
"We'll stick in a couple extra
plays this week. We might try
some razzle - dazzle, but only if
we absolutely need a try," said
Mazzarella. ''We'll also work on
our kick receiving support."
Opponents are not the only
foes that BG will face in Columbus. They will also have to deal
with the atmosphere of a major
tournament. One loss will eliminate the Falcons. Could pressure be a factor?
"Every game we play we expect to win," Haitz said. "TTiere
is really no pressure because we
know we can come back and win
if we have to. Our expectations
are very high."
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THE BQ NEWS:
Your one source for
local news and sports

•ONITE IS POPCORN NITE
POPCORN 1/2 PRICE

NIGHTLY AT 715 & 9:30 P.M.
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The Brothers of
Beta Theta Pi
Congratulations New Initiates
Cliff Mortimer
Eric Ludwig
Scot Draper
Dave Gustwiller

Norm Marks
Tim Hoffman
Dan Mackewicz
Mike Omweg

-KAI-

Spirit!!

Show Your

Welcome New Pledges to the Delta Delta Chapter

HI

Erik Dean

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER
• Learn Leadership Skills
• Meet New People
• BeAPartofBGSU

Dan Green
Ron Leybovich
Aaron McVeigh
Jason Berthiaume
Gary Davis

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

THETA CHI

MOVIES
Hdlll
STORI

Tues., Oct. 4
210 MSC-9 p.m.

Freell

Wed.. Oct. 5
210 MSC - 9 p.m.
Freeh

Thurs., Oct. 6
Gish Film Theater
9 p.m.

Freell

***50* Discount at Dirty Dancing*'

^7

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 7 & 8
210 MSC
8 p.m., 10 p.m. &
Midnight
$1.50 w/ BGSU I.D.

"•with Homecoming Burton***

MUSIC

*+

DAVEALTMAN
JOE BOSTIC
MATTCATTRAN
ROB COERSNA

JOHN HOLM

Homecoming Blanket Concert
Wed., Oct. 5
Between Student Services & Kreischer
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Rainsite: Kreischer
Earthwood to perform

Parent of the Year Contest
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH
FRIDAY OCTOBER 14th IN UAO OFFICE - 3rd FLOOR UNION
ESSAYS DUE FRI.. OCT. 14th

FALL 1988

DAVE GAMBONE

**'Soundtrack Raffle for each movie***

Homecoming Mixer
Fri., Oct. 7
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
$1.50 per person
Lovestreet to perform

Chris Paulicki
Tony Rocco
Scott Sheeler
Chris Sokal
Doug Watkins

"WELCOME NEW PLEDGES"

HOMECOMING UPDATE
JHLH0UH

Aaron Heath
Daniel Henson
Rob Hryszko
Matt Mieure
Steve Milano
Gerry Owens

Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben Ben

Applications Available: Oct. 3-19,405 Student Services Building

THt
BUDDY

Erik Dodson
Scott Emery
Steve Fisher
Dave Gagner
Tim Coiling
Doug Grace

TIM JACOBS
MATTKAGY
GEOFF KNAPP
KEITH LUCAS

■H*

CLIFF McGURK

DAVID NORRIS

e
x

JOHN PATCHETT
BRIAN PATRICK
ERIC PETERSON
MATTPOHLE
JAY RHOADS
KEVIN SCHROEDER
KEVIN SCHROLL
MIKE SMITH
SCOTT SNYDER
BRIAN WALKER

KEVIN MTLLER

NEED A HALF-TIME BREAK?
Cleveland vs. Seattle - Sunday. October 9th
Only $22,501
Sign-ups in UAO office - 3rd floor Union until Thursday, October 6th at 5 p.m.

A WINNING TRADITION

I
I

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING OHEEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Plicimmt Bulletin 2. October S. 1988
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS OF:
Octobor 17 * Odob*r 24,1988
Scheduling On-Campui
Intarvlaw Appoln.m«rt»:
The first day ol sign-upe (or mlarvMwt during
the period ol October 17 through October 2B.
1988 w» be nek) on Wednesday. October 5.
198B at 4 PM at the Northeast Common* Education signups wM be held in the Forum of the
Student Services Budding at 6 p m All regietrants must have a First Choice Interview Card
to participate m the first day of sign-ups After
the first day. students and Alumnl-ae may signup for interviews from 8 am to 6 p m at the University Placement Services. 360 Student
Services Building A Credential Form must be
submitted for each Interview scheduled st
the time of sign-up.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Canceaatinn of an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
tater than 5pm on the Wednesday (one week)
following the corresponding interview Sign-Up
Day Canceaahons after this time wtfl be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
carefuty consider employers before signing up
for interviews
No Show Policy:
Failure to appear for a scheduled Interview or
violation of the canceaation policy w* result m
tmmedate suspension of your sign-up privileges lor the next recruiting period if you did
not honor your scheduled interview, you are
required to send a letter of apology to the employer for missing the interview. We a copy of
this letter with the University Placement Services, and meet with a placement counselor before scheduling any additional interviews Any
student who "no-shows" twice will be denied
ntervtewing privileges for the remainder of the
academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements;
An asterisk (*) following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States Please review these
requirements carefuay II no asterisk {*) appears, the organization will interview only candMates with U S. citizenship or Permanent
Visa Students who do not meet the work status
nsqurements are encouraged to signup on the
waiting list
Spotlight Presentations:
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position re
aponaJMrties and organizational philosophy AH
students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights SpotIght Presentations are usuaty held in the University Placement Services recruiter lounge at
7 p m To enter the Student Services Building m
the evening please use the patio entrance
Additional Placement Sendee*
There are important services available to you at
the University Placement Services Please note
that not all organizations and companies reguevty recruit on college campuses The list below generaty reflects the high demand areas In
the world of work Don't become discouraged it
your career field is not requested To assist you
conducting an assertive job search, the University Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network Our excellent Career Resource Library offers you career and employer informa-

12

tion and current |o0 vacancies in AU_ career
fields Placement Counaetora directly refer registered students to employera W their desired
career Aetda insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services in your final year at Bowftng
Green State Unlverefly

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 28
A.C T. Consulting. Inc.
Chemical Abstracts Service
Dietrich Industries
Guardian Industries Corp
Marathon 01 Company
Parisian, Inc.
The Society Nabonal Bank
Yeiow Freight System, Inc

MONDAY, OCTOBER! 7
Bank One Dayton NA
Detoitte. Hsskms A Seta
Kinney Shoes
Steven J Krtalafuey. Inc
Rayth«on Company
State Chemical Manufacturing
Arthur Young 4 Co (Internal

" .we will confront and resist, with all our
etrenth. In. scourge ot persons thai Ihrsstsns our people and our land and our food."
arChevez
Support the Fan Wad. Ocl. S

• • • FALCON WHEELERS ■ • ■
Don't toroot BREAKING AWAY 8:00
•O.S.E.A. MEETING'
Tuaa.Oct 4th
403 Moeeley. 8 00 PM
ChrystsiEaS Speaking On.
Characteristics Looked For Whan
Wring Potential Teachers

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 19
Central Intelligence Agency
Fifth Third Bank
BF Goodrich Company
Goodyear Tire a Rubber Co.
Jos tens. Printing & Publishing Div
Marriott Corp.. Food Service Management
Noxel Corporation
Pfizer. Inc.
Unisys Corporation

AMA
Homecoming Rattle
Tickets at Union Oval
September 29 • October 6
12 30 PM to2 30 PM
Wear your Homecoming Button and get
a free raffle llOatl

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 20
AJrtron, Inc.
Ek bay a Company
Ford Motor Company
Motorole Corporation
Owens-Coming Rberglaa Corp
PeatMarwtckMainaCo
Progressive Companies

Alpha XI Delta
Jailor ear,
Alpha XI Delia
JoMbreek

FINANCIAL MANAOEMENT ASSOCIATION
Formal Meeting
Tuaa.Oct. 4
7:30 PMMcFel Center
Speaker Mr Joe Mejdatani
Asst V.P. of Sherson-Lehmen Hutlon

Angela M. Ping Weaker
Whether you are the Camational Queen or the
Hornecomrng Queen. You'l always be a Princess tomeLove Always, Sped

Coming Soon

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

TUESOAY. OCTOBER 18
Champion international Corp
Eaton Corporation
Electronic Data Systems Corp
Goodyear Tire a Rubber Co
Unlays Corporation
Wifcam Vaughan Company
Wal-Mart Corporation
Arthur Young A Co.

FFP Meeting Tonight
7 PM Uvlng Center
Topic. Dietetic Internehlpe
Al Dietetic Majors Should Be Present'

Attention Italian Club Officer Election and Information Meeting Tues . Oct 4 7 30 at 406 S
Hal — Al are welcome
FRESHMAN EDUCATION
MA JOBS M
Pear Advising lor Spring semester achedukng
la a aaafili In YOUR dorm' LOOK lor delate in
your hall! Sponsored by Elementary Education
Student Advisory Board October 3-10. watch
lor peer advisors'
^^^__^^

FRESHMAN
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO PICK UP YOUR
1988 FRESHMAN RECORD IS OCTOBER 41
STOP BY THE MILET1 CENTER FOYER TUESDAY BETWEEN 10 3'
GET INVOLVED
Be a conteatant m the Mas BGSU Pageant' Attend one ol our Information meetings Mon
Oct 3, or Tues . Oct 4 at B 30 PM n I10BA

ATTENTION ALL RSI CHHJPA MEMBERS
The next meeting will be Tuesday. Oct 4 at
8:00 In room 102 Paych Bldg The speeders
wfj be Or Swaney. a neuropsychologisl from
MOO. and Pearl Opager Irom the Wood Co
Counsel lor Alcohol and Drug Abuse

MONDAY. OCTOBER 24
Carolina Freight Carriers
LOF Glass Company
Lutheran Volunteer Corp.
Parks-Davis
J.C Penney Co
Nechtrab. Cousino. OT-JeM. Treuhaft a Co

ATTN INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
"Confused by Americans'' Special orientation
program about Amencan Culture Wed . Ocl 5.
7.00 PM, 411 South Hal
ATTN: INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Trip to Grand Rapid* Apple Butter Festival.
Sunday. Ocl 9 Reserve space by Oct 5 at
Int'l Programs Transportation Cost SS 00

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 25
Aratex Services. Inc.
Crowe. Chizek a Company
Dana Corporation
Fnendh/ Ice Cream Corp
Moore Business Forms
Owens- Henoia. Corporate
Russell Stover Candy Co
Sea Ray Boats. Inc.
Yeaow Freight System. Inc

BO COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
MAKE IT 4 TAKE IT WORKSHOP
Wednesday. October 5. 7.00 pm
133 a 140 Lite Science
SI OO-membera. $4 60-non-mombers
BGSU Skating Club
Open to all students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10:15
lei Arena
Have tun-meet new Mends-Learn to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope lo see you there!

WEDNESOAY. OCTOBER 28
Arstex Services. Inc
Boy Scouts ot America
BP America
Dana Credit Corporation
Digital Equipment Corp.
Money Concepts
Unisys Corporation
Yeaow Freight System, Inc.

College Republicans for George Bush
Wi meet Tues Oct 4 in Room 220
Malh Science al 7.30 PM Everyone Welcome

AXO Pledge Class Officers.
Keep up your fantastic work with your offices
You're al doing a super Job!
Love, your AXO sisters

INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP
3 30 PM TOOAY. Community Suite
University Placement Services

BGSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday October 4
8 00Pm102BA

Resident Student Association
General Assembly Meeting
Every Wednesday
7 30 PM 1001 BA Annex
Don't be puzzled, come get al the pieces
Tune into Bowing Green's SPORTS leader
SATUROAY for UVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohrova BG onWBGUFM
1:00PREQAME. 1 30 KICKOFF
8B.1FMWBGU

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Oofd Bracelet Lost at Intramural Fields
(Ice Arena) last weak It found, Please cal
363-6054 Thanks)
LOST: Mate neutered shepherd mix. Mack face
and black » liver body REWARD Cal
352 2818 anytime
SUBSTANTIAL t REWARDFOR RETURN NO
QUESTIONS ASKED OF A TRAY OF TOOLS
(MOSTLY METRICI LEFT IN THE PARKING
LOT NEXT TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS
353-3065 (LEAVE MESSAGE!

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice I
Toledo. OH 255-7769
For al your typing needs
A-Z Data Center
352-5042
HAVE TO SWP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express, UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
115.00
UnlGnphla 0111 West Hall 372-7411

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 27
US Marines

DRVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

7SM UeutvCT liaveiTe
Bar %le finsr T/IA£ .
HvjVe (K£t> MB ATOMM
IS IT?

r4«lrfj«c<

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY
CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Tune Into Bowling Green's SPORTS leader
SATURDAY tor UVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohrova BG onWBGUFM
1.00 PREGAME, 1 30 KICKOFF
««1 FMWBOU

PERSONALS

The BG News
DEADLINE:

_Two days prior to publication, 4p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postol service delays)
per od are 65' per hne. $1.95 minimum
- 50' extra per ad for bold type).
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

KATES:
PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)

$ 5.85

2" (16 line maximum) ill.70

• TRACK HALL •
• • GAMMA PHI BETA ■ ■
Congratulations to the new NMPC
Publicity Chairman1
We're proud ol you I
Love,
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta

The BG News will not be responsible for error doe to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Holl immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who ploce advertising m The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News, The
purpose of this policy is to discouroge the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (P»INT)

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
STUDENTS
WANT TO KNOW WHAT COURSES REMAIN
TO
BE COMPLETED FOR GRADUATION?
A computerized audit has been prepared for
you (except transfer students) and can be
picked up In the Business Administration 2nd
floor Student Lounge dunng the times posted
Advisors wB expect to aee your audit when you
meet with them before advanced reglatratlon.
so check the times posted and pick up your audit today! Advanced registration begins October 3rd
Congratulations Moncla Monastrat
The PI Kappa Phi Sweetheart once again!
Love. Merante
Congratulations to SHERICAN PAGAN for earning a Cabinet Position In NMPC WAY TO GO
SHERIDAN!
-Love, your DG Slaters
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE Ivll ALPHA
PHI OMEGA
FAL PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS
President-Kerrl Gundermen
Vice PraaMent-MIke Schwenn
Secretary-Kelly Kloatarman
Treasurer-Pam Bella rd
Social chairmen-Bob Brazofeky a Joan Petreas
Way to go! Let' a make It a great semester
Congratulations PI Kapps on a successful
PUSH week. I can't wall tor Homecoming!
Love, Deb
Eric Sullivan Jusl had to let you know that the
paat six months have bean great Maybe you
even deseve lo win the bowimg bet?! Nsh. It's a
good thing one of us was assertive m volleybal
Let's get together for some strawberry shortcake I love ewe
FREE KITTEN (8 MOS OLD)
TO A GOOD HOME
CALL KEVIN 353-7519
i

SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTL Y how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold typo)

Classification In which you with your ad la
Campus 1 City Events'
__ Loit anal found
*ldei

. Help Went.*
. For Sale

Services Offered
^___ Personals

HAVE ARTISTIC TALENT?
ENTER THE HOMECOMING ART SHOW! ENTRY FORMS 1 INFO AT OFF CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER. 110B MOSELEY HALL OR
THROUGH THE ART DEPT ENTRY DEADUNE
THURS , OCT 6 BY 5 00 PM
HSA PRESENTS-..
STEVE MILLER FROM THE NW OHIO
NUCLEAR FREEZE CAMPAIGN.
THERE WILL BE A SLIDE SHOW PRESENTATION
BASED ON THE THEME "WHAT IF AN
l-MEOATON NUCLEAR WARHEAD WAS EXPLODED
ON TOLEDO" ON WED., OCT. 5 AT 6:00 PM
IN 110 MATH-SCIENCE
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL!! I! I
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP
3:30 PM TOOAY, Community Suite
University Placement Services

KD ' Amy Anderson ' KD
For almost a week you would not let me know
Only giving me clues to where I should go.
Than al Big Hunt, with the awl ticks of time. I
found the Best Big surely was mine. Love, Your
KD Li Michelle

• Campoi/Clty [vent ada err* published free of chart* far ana day lor o non-profit event or meeting only.

Dote* lo appear.
Mall to: (On or OfKampus Moil)
The BG New.
214 West Holl BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable lo The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

"Hone:

372-2601

•O.S.E.A. MEETING'
Tuaa.Oct 4th.
403 Moaetey, 8 00 PM
Chryatal Eta Speaking On
Characteristics Looked For Whan
Hiring Potential Teachers
• OOH SETA! BETA!'
Congrata on a great rush and an aweeome
pledge class Wa enjoyed helping you and cant
wart to party at another famous afterhoural YOU
GUYS ARE THE IESTII
Love,
Cheryl, Km, and Trecey
PS Sea you at progressive

SPRINGBREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE
SOFT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
GROUPS OF 8 $435 PP 7 DAYS
1-800-099-7245
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP » CRUISE FREE
Stacy Gough
Happy Birthday Gal'
Who else but Mom I the gale In 403
SWEET TALK ON WEETEST DAY
FROM THE ALPHA PHIS
COMING SOON"
The sisters ol Delta Gamma would Ilka to con.
giatutate Tracy Frank on her Delta Gamma - PI
Kapp layasanng to John Ursa UTB Your DO
Sisters
TO OUR ALPHA QAM COACHES. THANKS
FOR FRIDAY NfTE PRACTICE--THE TEA WAS
A BLAST! LOVE. THE D.U. GRID TEAM
TO OUR AXO COACHES, SHARON AND KELLY THANKS FOR EVERYTHING YOU GUYS
ARE A BLAST! LOVE. THED.U. T4JSBEM PS
WE TOLD YOU DUCKS TAKE TO THE
WATER!
To the 1986 AXO Pledge Class.
Way 10 pull of one awesome sneak We hope
you si enjoyed it' Wat get you back!
Love, the AXO Actives
Tune into Bowling Green's SPORTS leader
SATURDAY for UVE MAC FOOTBALL
Ohio vs B G on WBGU FM
1:00 PREGAME 1 30 KICKOFF
18.1 FMWBQU
WHERE'S FRANK'S PLACE?
WHERE'S FRANK'S PLACE?

WANTED
SI 40 e month, own room
Male or female
Call 153-2015
IF YOU HAVE TWO TICKETS TO THE PITTSBURGH STEELERS VS
CLEVELAND
BROWNS FOOTBALL GAME. HHLD ON
NOVEMBER 20. 1988, THAT YOU WOULD
UKE TO SELL please PLEASE PLEASE CALL
JESSIE AT 372-3916!

HELP WANTED

FAST FOR LIFE!
Support the United Farm Workers!
Fast on Wed Oct 5
Teach-in, noon, Union Oval

'Attention Students'
la your job strange or unueuaT? We'd l*e lo heer
about it Cat The Key at 372-8086 Ask for
Amanda or Janet.

SHOW YOUR WE CARE SPIRITI
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADERI
APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER 19th
405 STUDENT SERVICES

HAPY BIRTHDAY KELLY WICKS
LETS TOAST A TECATE

KD Little Lort Doktot KD
I'm so glad to have you aa my Iffle! Get ready
lor an awesome year'
KD Love end Mine.
Dawn

■ANQIE WALKERCongratulations on making Homecoming Court!
Your an AWESOME Lady' Your HBe loves you'
•AXO -Sharon0.--AXO"

ROB LOWE
• PHOTOS'
ROB LOWE
COLOR andBaW
Gary 353-4574

Seeking nonsmoking ratable male to Bhare
quiet furnished country home and expenses (5
nan. from BGSU) Spacious house & two car
garage Col 353-1401)

Did you know thai these chemical pesticides
Captan, Methyl Bromide, Phosdrin, parathlon
and Dinoeeb are on the grapes that youeaf
BOYCOTT GRAPES

THINKFAST
"The faat la also an act of penance for rat men
and women who know what is right and jusl,
who know that they could do more, who have
become bystanders and thus collaborators with
an Industry that does not care about its
workers " —Ceaar Chavez
FAST WED OCT 51 FAST WED OCT. 61
THINKFAST

Puzzled about what's gang on on Campus^
Join us. the Resident Student Association
Every Wednesday 7 30 PM In 1001 BA Annex
Come help put the pieces together!

HAPPY 21 st BIRTHDAY SOONER
WATCH OUT WORLD! LOVE, MOM AND DAO

Joan Ashcratt,
Congratulations on your NMPC Cabinet position
ot Paramentanan. Way to show that AXO spirit'
Love, your Alpha Chi sisters

CONGRATULATIONS
MICHELE KAVAL
HOMECOMING QUEEN CANDIDATE
WE LOVE YOU,
CRIM'era

Perrysburg Inn and Cafe Special Student
Monet My, Weekly Rate. Ill par nig hi. Inroom movies and HBO. 21054 N. Dixie Highway at 1-475 I Rt. 25. 41H74-I303

Needed One male non-smoking roommate
724S Coeegeapt 21
$140 per mo 352-6722

PHONE#_

ADDRESS

October 4,19U

From flyers and forms to newsletters and letterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kinko's 354-3977

GRAPES YOU BUY IN BOWUNG GREEN
CONTAIN PESTICIDESI
DON'T BUY THEM!
SUPPORT FARMWORKERS-BOYCOTT
GRAPES

equired for all non-university related businesses and individuals.
m

Auditions lor
Lite in the Derk

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
UVE AND LEARN ABROAD PROGRAM
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 4th
7 30pmNBA 1009

ATTENTION

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 21
Airtron, Inc.
Aastate Insurance
Ames Dept Stores
National City Corporation
Pry CPA Services. Inc.

ATTENTION CHARDSHARKSM
COME TRY YOUR LUCK AT THE EUCHRE
TOURNAMENT OCT 4 AT 5:30 AT THE OFFCAMPUS STUDENT CENTER INFO AND
SIGNUPS AT THE COCO OFFICE, 1100
MOSELEY HALL, 372-8915

lONews

THANKS FOR THE GREAT TEA
We al had a good time.
Ken Simmons
With you, each minute, day, hour Is more special man the one before I adore you. Casanova!
Dawn
MARK
CongrahSabons on a great opening week-end!
Just think, this week-end you get to meet the
foets and have me, instead ol WPAFB to come
home to
Lota ol hugs,
ME
Man
These pest two years have been the best The
memoriae we have made are Forever engraved
m my heart Happy 2 years
Al my Love
Suzy
PS I Love You More!

College Student to wstch 3 sctrvo boys two
evenlnga a week. Ages 5, 10 4 12. Prefer own
transportation Minorities encouraged to cal
Muat have 3 references Start date approx
10 10-88 Near BGSU Call 353-7727

Companies are looking for C.S. and MIS
majors for Spring jobs Earn $ 1,000 to $1,500
a month. Beet the summer rush to make
money and gain practical experience. Call
Carol at 172-2452 or stop by the Co-op Program, 218 Admin BkJg.
EXCELLENT PART TIME MONEY. DISTRIBUTE ADVERTISING SURVEY, APPLY PIF
nilMtrfl. 129 Boles. Fayetteviae. AR 72701
Flan Inspector-Repair person Work study stu
dent, 10 or more hrs a week. MWF prelerred
No experience required Cal Marie Bednarcyzk
at 372-7042 Cal today for an interview!
FRAGRANCE MODEL
For Local Department Stores
Part-time
Cal Cotact-Trudy
(216)238-8626
Get Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Mervrsws
Don't take chencee on less-WE DO IT RIGHTI
Kinko's 354-3977
GOVERNMENT JOBS! $18,037 lo $69,405
Immediate Halngl Your area. Cal (refundable)
1-518-459-3611 EXT F15354 for Federal Ust
24 HRS
Gymnastics instructors - lor boys or gals, good
salary. Sand brief resume to PTL Gymnastics
Center. 720 klnola Ave. Maumee. Oreo
43537

RESORT HOTELS. Crutesarrss, Aktlnes. *
Amusement Parka. NOW accepting applications for summer robs mtetnehipe, and csreer
positions For more information and en application: write National Coeegiate Recreation Service. PO Box 8074, Hlton Head SC 29938

FOR SALE
'74 Mustang II Looks greet' Runs greeti $ 1500
negotiable Cel Mark at 353 3639
' • ROB LOWE PHOTOS ''
Mark or Brad
372-8086 or 353-4574
84 ENCORE, 5 apeed. AM-FM, new Urea I
exnauat, 36 mpg, reliable, no met, undsr
$2000 372-7886

FOR SALE-HUFFY GIRL'S 10 SPEEO BtCY
OLE. UKE NEW CRYPTOLOCK AND TIREJ
PUMP WCLUDED $76 ALSO SELUNG A
COUPON BOOK $80 CALL 372-5260

NEVER AGAIN
Reaponaible decisions about drinking and
drMng

Quid acoustic guitar model D-50 Approx IS
yrt. uU. make offer
372-2601 deys
823-3033 evea (local) Barb.

October 14.. .
A night youl werrl lo
Spend InJell

FOR RENT
706 Second St Apt A
2bdrmrum apt. avertable Immediately
Cal John Newrove Reel Estate

Organisations Directory Avertable
The 19B8 Fal Edition of the Student Orgeniza
dons Directory la avaaabre m the Omca ot Student Activates * Orientation. Room 405 ol Ihs
Student Services BueMng

354-2260
DECEMBER GRADUATE NEEDS PERSON(S)
TO TAKE OVER LEASE AT VILLAGE GREEN
APTS
1 BDRM
PLEASE CALL NOW.
353-6809

